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Exhibition as Imaginary 
Archive: Reflections on 
Theory and Practice 
of Representing the Material 
and Immaterial Body of 
Warsaw (INTERLUDE)

I.

A beech parquet floor, pitch black walls, spots of light 
punctuating the space above. Before us, as we enter the 
gallery, a series of surfaces and struts takes up most of our 
visual field forming a plenitude of objects and multiplying 
shadows. Lights reflect in a horizontal surface in the middle 
of the room. Grey and white surfaces around, are cut before 
our eyes by black struts and shreds of steel. A small, shiny, 
metallic object blinks to our right, another one to our left. 
Some spots of bright red ink. Behind it all, to our far left, 
a tall surface, several times the height of a human body, 
extending all the way up to the ceiling. It is lit up by a blue 
light in which we recognise an image of human figures, 
on a what appears to be a projection of a black and white 
photograph.

How far does what we see extend? Held captive by the 
depths of black walls, the light cannot reach the eye, 
misleading our sense of distance from them. We take a few 
steps forward trying to get a better grasp of the space. Light 
surfaces and dark struts coalesce into objects, in a familiar 
convention spots of black and red ink begin to spill into 
drawings and texts. As we approach the reflective surface in 
the middle we notice a web of white etched lines in it, we 
recognise a series of patterns familiar from maps: streets, 
buildings, and squares, a city divided by a river. We read the 
city’s name—we are at an exhibition dedicated to Warsaw.

We turn around. To the left of the doorway through which we 
entered and behind a white structure that wraps around one 
of the gallery’s two columns, we see a black table-top with 
two book-like objects on it. The text on their covers repeats 
the title visible on the exhibition panels: Towards Warsaw of 
the Future. As we browse through the first one, we recognise 
a familiar structure of an academic thesis: an introduction, a 
table of contents, a series of sections that seem like chapters 
(though these seem to be called differently).

The second object is also in a book-form, but the visual 
content and large format—when opened, the pages spread 
over an area that would cover a typical office desk—suggest 
that we are looking at something closer to an atlas. It presents 

a series of architectural line drawings of spaces, interiors and 
objects. The drawings are in black and red: it soon becomes 
clear that where the two colours are used on a single 
drawing, they mark a difference. In some, the figurations 
in red seems an instrument of selection, of singling-out of 
elements that belong to the black stratum; in others, the red 
and the black seem to form entirely discrete configurations. 
By moving between these configurations on the graphic 
surface of the page, we seem to be moving between different 
places, different architectures.

What are these places, these architectures? What do they 
have to do with what we see around, with the exhibition? 
As we rotate the book the lines of the drawing begin to align 
with what is around us. We let our fingers walk the drawing: 
here is the door we entered though, here is the double door at 
the back of the room, here is the desk we are sitting at. As we 
recognised the interior from the drawing as a representation 
of the interior of the gallery we had entered, our attention 
turns to the unfamiliar configurations: the grey and white 
shapes in the gallery space around us and the red figures 
filling the space of the drawing. It becomes clear at this point, 
if not earlier, that our body, while undoubtedly navigating 
an exhibition in an Edinburgh gallery, simultaneously moves 
through a reference system of several different architectural 
spaces that originally, actually exist a thousand miles away, 
in another city. 

As much as at an exhibition, we have found ourselves inside 
of an architectural drawing of Warsaw.

Towards warsaw of The fuTure

The exhibition on Warsaw described above was developed 
as an integral part of a doctoral thesis in architecture in the 
“by design” programme, and took place at the Matthew 
Architecture Gallery, Edinburgh School of Architecture and 
Landscape Architecture, in two instalments, in September 

2016 and March 2017.1 Among the presented research 
material were drawings, photographs and texts related to 
three specific sites in central Warsaw: a gallery in the South 
Wing of the National Museum in Warsaw, the Exhibition 
Pavilion of the Warsaw branch of the Polish Architects 
Association (SARP), and a small artist studio-archive at 
36 Smolna Street. All three sites, in their respective ways, 
are significant for the matters of representation, Warsaw’s 
cultural heritage and urban future discussed in the thesis.

1 Exhibitions play significant role in Edinburgh School of Architecture’s 
pedagogy and research, whether as part of annual degree shows, interim review 
exhibitions, presentation of research student’s work, or research carried out 
by the academic staff. The Matthew Architecture Gallery has served as a site 
of numerous Master of Architecture exhibitions, including one particularly 
significant for this research: Warszawa: Projects for the Post-Socialist City 
(2009), which presented works from Mark Dorrian’s studio in which this 
author has taken part as a student. Questions of architectural representation of 
Warsaw’s material past, posited in Dorrian’s studio brief and unfolded by the 
projects, have informed the research premise of Towards Warsaw of the Future. 
More recently, the Gallery hosted three other doctoral exhibitions from the 
Architecture by Design programme: Designs (for the failure of) Institution: 
A Rake’s Progress, an eccentric chest, banking and Edinburgh by Chris 
French (2014), Athens’ Image-Opsis: The Asperity of Attica’s Marble by Maria 
Mitsoula (2016), and The Kinematography of a City: An Archive of Drawing 
by Sophia Banou (2016), which deployed some of the concepts and design 
strategies discussed in this piece (e.g. 1:1 representation, the Imaginary, the 
Archive). In further outlining the trajectory of Towards Warsaw of the Future it 
is also worth mentioning an interdisciplinary group exhibition Kompass (2012), 
to which the author contributed a series of drawings that, when positioned in 
the space of the Edinburgh College’s of Art Sculpture Court, coalesced into 
one large map of Warsaw. Finally, it is important to acknowledge the influence 
of two installations by Metis (Mark Dorrian and Adrian Hawker). First, 
NORTHROOM (Glasgow, Edinburgh, Florence and London, 2006-2008), an 
installation with Vicky Claire Bernie, which offered a study of the David Hume 
memorial in Edinburgh through a series of video recordings of the structure’s 
surface, displayed in a spatial configuration relative to their ‘original’ position 
(thus forming an ‘archival’ record). Second, a retrospective exhibition On the 
Surface (exhibited at the Aarhus School of Architecture and the ECA Sculpture 
Court, 2014), in which Metis’ projects were re-configured into a multi-scalar 
representational constellation that oscillated between elevated models and 
drawings, and the underlying surface of a large rug-drawing. For more on 
the Warsaw M.Arch Studio projects see: Mark Dorrian, ed., Warszawa: 
Projects for the Post-socialist City, (Edinburgh: The University of Edinburgh, 
2009). For more on Dorrian’s design brief in the Warsaw studio see:  Ella 
Chmielewska, “Writing with the Photograph: Espacement, Description and an 
Architectural Text in Action,” in A. Dahlgren, D. Petersson, & N. L. Vestberg, 
eds. Representational Machines: Photography and the Production of Space 
(Aarhus: Aarhus University Press, 2013). For more on the Architecture 
by Design programme see the ECA website: http://www.eca.ed.ac.uk/
architecture-landscape-architecture/postgraduate/research-degrees/architecture-
by-design-phdsearch; and for specific doctoral theses/exhibitions please 
consult the University of Edinburgh library or the authors. For Metis projects 
see: http://www.metis-architecture.com (last accessed 28/05/2017), and for 
NORTHROOM specifically: Paul Carter, “Northroom. Agreeable Follies: 
Mental geography and the polyoptics of place,” in M. Bain, ed. Northern City 
(Glasgow: The Lighthouse, 2006), 13–28. For more on On the Surface see: 
Claudia Carbone, “Expanding surfaces,”  Architectural Research Quarterly, 
vol. 19 no. 2 (2015), 107–109.

Fig. 01. (below) and 02—04. (on the following pages) Photographs from the Towards Warsaw of the Future thesis exhibition, Edinburgh, Matthew Architecture Gallery, March 2017. Photographs by the author.
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The exhibition consisted of a series of panels printed on 
paper and trace, and suspended from sections of steel 
wire tensioned between the gallery walls and parts of the 
exhibition. Carefully weight at the bottom to ensure a flat 
surface, the paper and trace surfaces of the panels worked 
together with the ‘solid’ parts made of painted MDF and 
steel to partially subdivide the gallery’s navigable space into 
several smaller, interlocking spaces. The structure created 
in this way consisted of elements organised along three 
vertically-arranged ‘floors’, each constructed on the basis of 
a natural-size fragment of an architectural floor plan of each 
of the three sites. From bottom to top, these ‘floors’ were: 
the National Museum, the SARP Exhibition Pavilion and 
the 36 Smolna Studio. In certain places entire architectural 
elements were represented in the exhibition, such as the flight 
of stairs that in its original situation connects the Exhibition 
Pavilion with a historic palace in which the SARP’s Warsaw 
branch is located, or the tall, white screen in the north part of 
the gallery, the dimensions and proportions of which match 
those of the large north-facing window at the 36 Smolna, 
the studio’s main architectural feature. It is in this way, that 
the exhibition could be seen as a layered plan or a model of 
Warsaw’s fragments; a drawing together of three Warsaw 
spaces represented at 1:1 scale in the fourth one, that of the 
Matthew Architecture Gallery in Edinburgh. Among the three 
sites the Smolna Studio had a special status: it is the only site 
that had been surveyed architecturally through a series of 
field visits as part of both the doctoral research and a broader 
research project Curating Heritage coordinated by Ella 
Chmielewska.2 Part of the survey outcome was a series of 
over thirty aluminium foil ‘rubbings’, or impressions, taken 
off the architectural surfaces of the studio such as walls, 
floors, stairs and door panels. Shipped to Edinburgh, three 
of these impressions, carrying in them traces of contiguity 
with the material substance of the Warsaw Studio, were 
incorporated to the exhibition, positioned in the exact spatial 
relationship as the original surfaces in Warsaw.3

2 Dr Ella Chmielewska is the Programme Director of Cultural Studies at the 
University of Edinburgh and, with Dr Dorian Wiszniewski, a co-supervisor 
of the  thesis. As part of Curating Heritage the exhibition was generously 
supported by the Consulate General of the Republic of Poland in Edinburgh.

3 It is important to mention here that the surveying/documenting/archiving 
process took place while the Studio was (and remains) under threat of 
destruction by new development (approved by the city) that disregards its 
presence. 

Fig. 02.
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II.

The exhibition’s strategic ambitions were twofold. On the 
one hand, it was a re-presentation of material accumulated 
during the research. This occurred through five kinds of 
operations. Firstly, through conventional panel presentation 
of text, scale drawings and photographs, Secondly, by 
exhibiting book publications significant for the thesis, some 
of which were of significant historical value. Thirdly, through 
incorporation of the thesis book volumes into the exhibition. 
Fourthly, through the design of the exhibition as a layered 1:1 
drawing of the three Warsaw sites in the space of the Gallery. 
Fifthly, and in close relation to idea of 1:1 representation, 
the Smolna impressions were offered as a diagrammatic set 
of indexical signs, pointing to the absence of the Warsaw 
surfaces from which they were formed, both through their 
individual constitution (as bearers of marks) and their 
reciprocal relationship as objects arranged accordingly to the 
metric survey of the original situation.4 

On the other hand, Towards Warsaw of the Future was also 
a form of research, in which the representational strategy 
outlined above was theorised as ‘imaginary archive’ and 
put into practice through the design and development of the 
thesis, the exhibition and the archive, in a series of moves.

The first move—first in respect to the significance of archive 
for the thesis, though certainly not first in the entire project—
was a close reading of Jacques Derrida’s seminal text Archive 
Fever: A Freudian Impression and the reading of Freud’s 
archive (what we abbreviate as his ‘thought’). Through a 
substantial body of reading notes (over 16,000 words) and 
an academic paper written on the basis of these, the project 
begun to expand its understanding of archive.5 

4 For an architectural reading of C. S. Peirce’s semiotic theory, on which the 
understanding of “index” and “diagram” used above is based, see: Mark 
Dorrian, “The Aerial View: Notes for a Cultural History”, Strates, no. 13 
(2007), 13.

5 Piotr Leśniak, “Archive of the future: an architectural imaginary of 
reconstructed Warsaw”, in Post-1945 Poland: modernities, transformations 
and evolving identities, (Oxford: Programme on Modern Poland, 2016), 125–
146 [working paper].

Fig. 04.
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If at first, with the initial series of field-work visit to Warsaw, 
the concept of archive was limited to the corporeal (archive 
as a body of documents) and the institutional (archive as a 
governing of that body), Derrida’s text was key for opening 
the thesis onto the ‘imaginary corpus’, which certainly 
includes both  the corporeal and the institutional but also 
other forms of the seemingly absent-but-active (socially, 
culturally). 

If the lecture of  Archive Fever opened the thesis onto a way 
of ‘writing-out’ of the seemingly absent, imagined  aspects 
of Warsaw’s cultural, and specifically representational 
production (exhibitions and publications framing the 
city’s urban past and future), it also turned the thesis’ 
attention to the inherent, vulnerable paradoxicality of 
representation (bound to ‘erase’ the original as soon as 
the original is represented) and to the threats of political 
and epistemological abuse of this vulnerability by, on the 
one hand, positivist dismissal of the immaterial (attempts 
to “prove an absence of archive”, in Derrida’s words6) 
and “detestable revisionisms” that disregards the material 
evidence, on the other.7 A vulnerability which in the context 
of post-catastrophic Warsaw is particularly visible.8

In return, the design and the tectonic organisation of the 
exhibition, as tested in its first guise in September 2016, 
formed the basis for the organisation of the written body of 
the thesis, which in the following months transformed from 
a quasi-chronological triptych of chapters (corresponding 
to the three historic categories of the interwar, the post-war, 

6 Jacques Derrida “Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression.”, Eric Prenowitz 
(trans.), in Diacritics, vol. 25, no. 2 (Summer, 1995), 43.

7 Ibid., 57.

8 One can point here to the presence of “artificial ruins” in Warsaw, memorial-
ruins reconstructed to look ‘auhthentic’ which, through by “laying claims to 
authenticity” undermine their own representational credibility as witnesses 
to the wartime catastrophe. See: Jerzy Elzanowski, “Manufacturing Ruins: 
architecture and representation in post-catastrophic Warsaw”, The Journal 
of Architecture, vol. 15, no. 1 (2010), 78-79. Also see: Mark Dorrian, “The 
Resilience of Ruins”. In J. A. Graig & M. Ozga-Lawn, eds. Resilience: 
Pamphlet Architecture (Princeton Architectural Press, 2012), 4–7.

and the post-Socialist, as posited in the original research 
proposal) into a series of ten discrete pieces of essayistic 
writing—the Warsaw textual ‘objects’ [obiekty]. These were 
accompanied by two graphic ‘objects’: a map of Warsaw at 
1:7,500 and a photographic collage of a body of text printed 
and laid-out in a specific configuration on the floor of the 
Matthew Architecture Gallery as part of organising and 
editing of the work. It is in this sense that the exhibition’s 
design and production formed research—not simply as 
curatorial research that historically or philosophically frames 
the object, but by allowing for a situated rethinking and 
fundamental remaking of the thesis’ structure and content 
into something more representative of both the complexity 
of Warsaw as a plenitude of material and immaterial objects, 
and the unruly, ‘distracted’ character of the study itself. A 
kind of archive, then. One that re-thinks and re-designs the 
archival. 

arChIVe

Commenting on Derrida’s reluctance to refer to 
Deconstruction as a “method”, Richard Beardsworth notes:

 “[the word ‘method’] carries connotations of a procedural 
form of judgement. A thinker with a method has already 
decided how to proceed, is unable to give him or herself up 
to the matter of thought at hand […].”9 

Deconstruction is (always) something else.10

While it might be tempting to think of Archive Fever as a 
“theory of the archive” (post-Freudian, post-Foucauldian, or 

9 Richard Beardsworth, Derrida and the Political (London: Routledge, 1996), 
4. Cited in: Nicholas Royle, “What is Deconstruction?” in  Deconstructions: A 
User’s Guide (Palgrave Macmillan, 2000), 4.

10 What is deconstruction? The exposition (neccessarily not an explanation) of 
deconstruction ‘at work’ (a deconstruction of deconstruction?) that resonates 
with this thesis—its reading of (fragments of) Derrida’s oeuvre—is Nicholas 
Royle’s text (and selection of other texts) in Deconstructions: A User’s Guide. 

other), a similar sense of dissatisfaction to the one expressed 
above is likely to be felt should one seek to do so: both 
“theory” and “method” are outside of what is at stake in 
Archive Fever. Rather, we may be closer to truth (and only to 
partial truth), if we tried to imagine Archive Fever as archive, 
as something that offers a plenty, much more than can be 
de-scribed or grasped in a single view. Archive, in this sense, 
certainly offers itself, its richness, but does not necessarily 
make itself possible (i.e. open to verification) or applicable, 
as theory would. This is not to say that Archive is useless. 
Examples from theory of art and curatorial practices point to 
several ways in which Archive Fever’s theoretical offerings 
are typically accepted, some more gratefully (and gracefully) 
than others. In a less-than-graceful manner one could try to 
list these offerings. 

First would be the Archontic principle: archive as arkhé, the 
origin of both the laws and the rights to interpret the laws, 
the domicile and the domain of the Archon, the archive’s 
sole guardian and interpreter.11 Second, the the Palimpsest, 
the Freudian Wunderblock which acts as a “technical model” 
of memory as internal archivisation, as Derrida writes.12 
The third offering (or acceptance) would be the note on 
the political charge of the archive expressed, as it was, on 
the margins of the text, in a footnote: „There is no political 
power without the control of the archive”.13 This tends to be 
evoked in relation to art projects addressing the post-Socialist 
condition. Fourth would be the titular “archive fever”: a 
maddening drive for getting to the bottom of things, often 
coming (driving?) hand in hand with a habit of “compulsive 
hoarding and accumulation” characteristic for much of art 
inspired by archive.14 These four perspectives on (of) Archive 
Fever seem quite ‘applicable’ to spatial practice, or at least 

11 Derrida & Prenowitz “Archive Fever”, 9-10.

12 Ibid., 15.

13 Ibid., 11.

14 Okwui Enwezor, “Archive Fever: Photography Between History and the 
Monument”. In Archive Fever: Uses of the Document in Contemporary Art. 
(New York, Goetingen: International Center of Photography / Steidl, 2008), 40.

to writing about forms of spatial practice from curatorial 
position. 

It would be impossible (and indeed unnecessary) to assume 
that Towards Warsaw of the Future does not draw from the 
above offerings of Archive. It draws from, draws on and even 
draws these out spatially (all these lines and wires cutting 
across the gallery space). Once again, one may try to list 
these.

In regards to the first offering, the exhibition works as a 
gathering of rules of reading and engaging with the material, 
whether by means of necessary selection of the material or 
by positioning of the material in space: creating proximity or 
distance, individuality or seriality, reciprocity or indifference 
between individual drawings, texts and other objects. The 
exhibition’s spatial organisation is its law, and the law of 
interpretation rest with it—this is how the archontic principle 
plays itself out ‘by design’. In regards to the second, the 
exhibition offers three layers of architectural configuration, 
collapsed, as they were, into the fourth one, the space of the 
gallery. The exhibition could thus be seen as a palimpsest, in 
which three out of many (infinite?) distant layers (Warsaw 
places and objects) were exposed in close proximity to each 
other, as if across time and space.15 While in the abstract 
there is little original about such procedure—both thinking 
and representation implies “drawing together” seemingly 
distant things—to give such procedure materiality, and to 
do so quite ‘literally’ means to give it further significance 
as an example of what Paul Carter has framed as Material 
Thinking.16 Thirdly, the political significance of the archive 

15 This is not to suggest that palimpsest is most useful figure for thinking about 
Warsaw (an unruly, living, un-designed ‘object’ categorically different from 
any representation of itself). A critique of Andreas Huyssen’s proposition of 
city-as-palimpsest is offered by Ella Chmielewska, who posits that in relation 
to Warsaw specifically it is difficult to speak of “palimpsest” conditiont as the 
mnemonic apparatus is often ‘unworkable’. See: Ella Chmielewska, “Material 
errata: Warsaw neons and socialist modernity”, The Journal of Architecture, 
vol. 15 no.1 (2010), 60–61. 

16 Paul Carter, Material Thinking, (Carlton, Melbourne: Melbourne University 
Publishing, 2004). Also, in regards to “drawing out” of ideas as a shared 
practice of both ‘writers’ and ‘draughtsmen’ professions see: Paul Carter, Dark 
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emerges in the restriction and ‘shadiness’ in the access to the 
archives (anecdotes of collections ‘temporarily disappearing’ 
make excellent comic relief moments at research symposia) 
but also in that control over archives remains executed 
(e.g. on the margins of digitalisation access to originals is 
restricted). Fourthly, the exhibition was constructed out of 
fruit of a long process of accumulation (hoarding?)—it has 
formed its own, corporeal archive.

To these four offerings of Archive Fever, as identified by art-
theoretical disciplines and shared-in by the Towards Warsaw 
of the Future project, we could add a few more, for example 
the question of the ‘national’ character of psychoanalysis.17 
Or the possibility of phylogeny and a “trans-generational 
imaginary” that has haunted Freud, torn between his 
scientific accountability and the awareness that his practice 
involves things that are beyond science.18 

III.

To the five points identified above we could add more points. 
But in doing so—and indeed by resting with the points 
above in all seriousness—we would be ignoring the fact 
that the point of gravity of Towards Warsaw of the Future 
is somewhere else: nearer to significance of trace or, more 
precisely, to the significance of absence a trace entails. 
By incorporating objects that bear marks of physical contact 
with the surfaces of Warsaw—the surface impressions of the 

Writing, (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2010), xiv.

17 For Derrida the question if psychoanalysis is a “Jewish science”, quite 
seriously posited by Y. H. Yerushalmi’s in his history book, Freud’s Moses: 
Judaism Terminable and Interminable, becomes a pretext for discussing the 
character of post-Freudian epistemology and the ‘right’ to interpret his thought 
throughout Archive Fever. In the context of Warsaw the question of supposed 
‘Jewishness’ of psychoanalysis gains additional charge due to the absence 
of both its Jewish population (murdered or removed), and (until 1989) the 
absence of psychoanalysis from all but specialised discourse on the basis of 
its programmatic uselessness (as an individualistic fancy) for the authoritarian 
construction of a collective psyche. See: Marek Lubański, Krytyka Literacka i 
Psychoanaliza, (Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Psychologii i Kultury Eneteia, 2008). 

18 Maria Janion, Projekt krytyki fantazmatycznej. Szkice o egzystencjach ludzi i 
duchów (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Polska Encyklopedia Niezależna, 1991), 
164.

Smolna Studio—and by arranging them diagrammatically 
the exhibition design sought to bring forth this fundamental 
coupling of significantion, of meaning-making that occurs 
through the ‘presence of absence’ and by the way of 
contextual relationships. Read in the context of a body of 
cultural texts, both from Warsaw and beyond, that speak 
of “spectral” or simply “other” Warsaws, the thesis and 
the exhibition could be seen as an exposition of Warsaw’s 
hauntology, an (impossible) attempt at representing the 
immaterial body of Warsaw as imaginary archive. Read in 
the context of architecture as a diagrammatic practice, the 
thesis and the exhibition are simply exposing the fact that 
they are ‘at home’—in (an) architecture.

ImaGInarY arChIVe

Towards Warsaw of the Future was developed as a largely 
solitary project. The exhibition was researched, scripted, 
designed, curated and manufactured individually—if not 
from the same position (the single author ‘moved’ between 
different modes of production and authorship) then from the 
same body. This is not to disregard the immense influence 
and generosity of supervisors, critics and peers, the help 
of the technical staff and various other contributors to 
the project, but to turn attention to something uncommon 
in institutional exhibition production, something only 
possible, it seems, in the pedagogical context such as 
doctoral research: a guided ‘incorporation’, as it were, of the 
distance between radically different kinds of practice such 
as designing, manufacturing, writing, editing, curating and 
documenting. It is what Witold Gombrowicz could see as 
part of the author’s self-formation, of Form not as an object, 
but as an object-subject relationship, a situation in which the 
author is more authored by his or her work than authoring 
of it.19 In this light, and in the light of Derrida’s insight, 

19 Witold Gombrowicz, Testament. Rozmowy z Dominique de Roux, (Kraków: 
Wydawnictwo Literackie, 2012), 41. See also: Michael Goddard, Gombrowicz, 

we may be more accurate to speak not of application but 
incorporation of Archive, a moment where the theory, as it 
were, is of(f) the hands, where the Self has given itself up to 
the “matter at hand”  in the ‘schizoid’ process of making.

IV.

The concept of the imaginary is often framed through 
structures of two canonical topologies, the Freudian and the 
Lacanian, both of which seek to analyse the mechanisms 
of individual imagining (usually pathological, in medical 
sense) through clinical experience of both therapists. Where 
these venture onto the socio-cultural or historical world (e.g. 
Freud in Civilisation and Its Discontents and Moses and 
Monotheism) they do so on the basis of this experience. 

Any similar undertaking is beyond the capabilities of an 
architect, a designer or a curator—their “matter at hand” is of 
a categorically different kind than that of the analyst. What is 
not beyond the scope, however, is to pay attention to texts in 
which the analyst indicates cultural, social or representational 
significance of his experience. What an architect, a designer 
or a curator can also do—if he or she seeks ways to think the 
topic beyond what is immediately accessible—is to study 
works (e.g. of art and architecture, literature and poetry, film 
and photography) that have already, in some way, engaged 
with the analyst’s text. And finally, as obvious as this may 
sound, an architect, a designer or a curator may also turn 
interest towards works (e.g. of art and architecture, literature 
and poetry, film and photography) that engage imagination 
directly. 

Towards Warsaw of the Future usually followed the last 
two paths. The formation of the imaginary as posited in 
the thesis draws on several key interpretations of seminal 
works in psychoanalysis. Beyond the Freudian-Derridean 
“Impression” of Archive Fever, these are: a review-critique 
by the Polish literary scholar Maria Janion in Projekt 
krytyki fantazmatycznej, and Paul Ricoeur’s Imagination in 

Polish Modernism and the Subversion of Form, (West Lafayette: Purdue 
University Press, 2010), 106-108.

Discourse and In Action. While the former which posits the 
Freudian study of phantasms across from Ronald D. Laing’s 
reflections on his clinical practice, the second reviews 
different philosophical positions on imagination since the 
Enlightenment, and proposes a positive use of the Utopia-
Ideology dialectic. Among the works of analysts referred to 
directly are are Freud’s two works mentioned earlier; Ronald 
D. Laing’s Self and Others with a moving literary analysis of 
Dostoyevski’s Crime and Punishment; and Andrzej Leder’s 
essay on ‘urban neurosis’ (Nerwica Miejska). 

Speaking of the last category, of the works that engage 
imagination ‘directly’, in an impossible taks: any given list 
would necessarily be incomplete. A way of framing this 
impossibility is to describe them as works and texts that have 
no explicitly scholarly or analytical trajectory—as such, 
this body of works has fluid limits (if any) and includes all 
cultural texts that, in Benjaminian sense, have “distracted” 
the study, in the most (de)constructive sense.20

The sCale of ImaGInarY arChIVe

 
V.

The incorporation of Archive into an Imaginary Archive 
of Warsaw took place at one-to-one scale. To exhibit 
architecture in this way seems to be an uncommon curatorial 
strategy. One other recent example of such approach was an 
exhibition titled 1:1 – Architects Build Small Spaces, which 
opened at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London in 
2010, and presented seven architectural installations, indoor 
and outdoor, designed by different architectural practices 
from across the world. 

20 For more on Benjamin’s concept of “distraction” see: Walter Benjamin and 
Michael W. Jennings, “The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological 
Reproducibility [First Version],” Grey Room, 39 (2010), 33–34. Thesis 18. 
Also: Frederick J. Schwartz, “Distraction. Walter Benjamin and the Avant-
Garde”. In Blind Spots: Critical Theory and the History of Art in Twentieth-
Century Germany. (New Haven, London: Yale University Press, 2005), 
37–101. 
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In the year prior to the opening the production of the 
exhibition was publicised through an official blog written 
by the exhibition curator, Abraham Thomas. The first entry, 
titled “Retreat and Refuge” speaks of a disparity between 
oversized projects and the economic and social reality of the 
post-crisis world, opening with a photograph of the world’s 
tallest building, Burj Khalifa in Dubai. The framing of the 
chosen photograph, presenting the towering, sleek surfaces 
of the building against blue sky, simultaneously seems to 
frame architecture as an erotic object. We understand there 
is a desire at play. We also understand that the premise 
for the exhibition is architecture in a double crisis—not 
just economic but also, let us say, psychic—and that the 
exhibition seeks a response to this crisis. The curator writes: 

“[T]he intention was for this exhibition to create a space 
for debate which would allow us to explore an agenda for 
design and construction which would return architecture to 
its raw state of existence – as an ‘idea’, as a basic human 
need for shelter – a space for retreat and contemplation on 
a human scale. In the context of a cultural landscape ever 
more concerned with ‘appropriate design’, the ambition 
was for this exhibition to present examples of architecture 
pre-occupied with an aesthetic of quietness, combined with 
a renewed sense of function and instinctive purpose.”21 

Most contributors responded to the brief by designing 
a series of cabins or miniature houses. Reporting on the 
exhibition for the Architectural Research Quarterly, Mhairi 
McVicar wrote about one of the installations:

“A […] sense of ritual and child-like delight was found 
within the tiny confines of Terunobu Fujimori’s Beetle’s 
House, an intimate, charred-black tea-house teetering 
precariously on heavy chestnut legs amid the architectural 
artefacts of the new top-lit galleries of the V&A’s Medieval 
and Renaissance Room. Sited between a sixteenth-century 

21 Abraham Thomas, “Retreat and Refuge”. Entry on the Victoria and Alber 
Museum London online blog, 30/05/2009. http://www.vam.ac.uk/blog/
section/11-architects-build-small-spaces/page/5 (last accessed 24 May 2017).

oak staircase from Brittany and a sixteenth-century timber 
facade, Beetle’s House was approached via a small white 
stool and white runner provided for the removal of shoes 
before ascent into the tiny blackened timber structure 
above via a wood ladder, designed in collaboration with 
Royal College of Art architecture students.”22

From desciptions of several of the houses, and from the 
extensive documentation of the exhibition, it becomes 
clear that the mode of operation for architecture’s ‘return 
to basics’ is the scale, rather than the reciprocal relation, 
of architectural installations. The seven projects are never 
shown together and we understand it would be impossible 
to register them in that way—distributed in different parts 
of the museum, architecture appears among an archipelago 
of exhibits, a collection of design-objects among art-objects. 
Paradoxically, we seem to be not far from where we started: 
the image of world’s tallest object, only scaled-up and 
volumetricised from the figure on the photograph into a 
house-like, three-dimensional object. 

VI.

The longing for architecture, indeed for the world to return to 
its ‘basics’ has a long history: the Arcadic myth, the Vitruvian 
imaginary of architecture born out of human collaboration 
against hostile nature, the myth of the ‘primitive hut’ as first 
architecture. Even a brief reflection on these imaginaries 
would take us beyond the scope of this essay but one insight 
is worth an excursion. 

22 Mhairi McVicar, “1:1 – Architects Build Small Spaces”, Architectural 
Research Quarterly, Vol. 14 no. 3 (2010), 199.

In Post-Polis, Ewa Rewers follows a link between violence 
and nostalgia, a longing for ‘home’ and ‘homeliness’ that 
finds its way out through the model of a country hut. With the 
help of Mark Wigley’s essay, Rewers looks at two examples 
of this model: Martin Heidegger’s house in the Black Forest 
and Ted Kaczynski vel Unabomber’s cabin in Montana. 

For both, Rewers writes, the move to the country was a 
nostalgic act of resistance against what they perceived 
as the rise of a technological dystopia. Their resistance 
would progress along different paths (intellectual versus 
intellectual-murderous), but the departure point of both 
situations was similar: their country dwellings were not 
family homes but ‘retreats’, places to be visited when things 
became in some ways unbearable at home—the home being 
(in) the city. As such, they are both essentially anti-urban 
and anti-modernising, simultaneously reponsind to and 
amplifying the same anxieties. After all, writes Rewers, 
Unabomber targeted exemplary agents of the Ge-stell: airline 
directors, engineers, bio-geneticists.

“At this point a suspicion arises that the architecture of 
a forest hut, seemingly considered as an innocent illusion 
of authentic life, plays an important role in a conflict 
of values that are fundamental for different identities, 
contributing to the production of risk. Looking closely, 
the nostalgic vision of constructing and dwelling in the 
world does not seem to be contrary to culture (…) of risk. 
Rather, it complicates it and multiplies it. By cumulating 
and supporting strategies of reclusion, it produces risk and 
transforms it into aggression.”23

23 Ewa Rewers, Post-Polis: wstęp do filozofii ponowoczesnego miasta,  (Kraków: 
UNIVERSITAS, 2005), 224-225.

VII.

What are we to make of the way in which architecture is 
posited in the 1:1 exhibition? We assume that scale is called 
into the service of a didactic attempt at ‘setting architecture 
right’: by prescribing the scale of representation as one-
to-one, the size of architecture is necessarily limited (as 
opposed to the typical situation where architects are briefed 
to develop and exhibit scale models of their designs). 
Simultaneously, however, a paradox is revealed. Isolated 
from tectonic context of its own kind (other architectures), 
dispersed across the museum spaces as a series of singular 
objects, the 1:1 architecture of the Architects Build 
Small Spaces exhibition seems to repeat the gesture of 
the grandiose architecture problematised in the opening 
hypothesis: architecture remains an object. What is more, 
through the call for a ‘return to the basics’, this architecture-
as-object (and the subject of the brief) becomes implicated in 
a peculiar form of reclusive-aggressive nostalgia.

InTerlude’s Coda: eXhIbITIon as 
ImaGInarY arChIVe 

VIII. 

In a 1987 Polish comedy film by Juliusz Machulski, 
Kingsajz, we see a society of dwarves living in an imaginary 
underground kingdom of Szuflandia, the Drawerland, 
reminiscing a disused library or an archive. Sleeping in 
catalogue drawers, using toy-cars for transport and ladders 
made of match-sticks to move about, the inhabitants of 
this Lilliputian world only rarely get key-hole glimpses of 

Fig. 05. (below)  Screenshot image of a fragment of Abraham Thomas’s initial blog entry for the 1:1 Architects Build Small Spaces exhibition (2010). From the V&A Museum blog.
Fig. 06 (to the right)  Photograph from of the the Fujimori Beetle’s House at the 1:1 Architects Build Small Spaces exhibition (2010). From the V&A Museum blog.
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the ‘large’ world above, the access to which is provided by 
drinking a strictly controlled potion called “kingsajz” that 
temporarily allows a dwarf to become human.24 Clearly 
satirical of late-Socialist Poland, with an authoritarian 
leadership and secret police ensuring order in the isolated 
society (and indeed beyond, in the ‘large’ world where state 
agents use poisoned umbrella sticks on escapees), the film 
ends on a surprising turn of events. While rejoicing their 
successful acquisition of kingsajz and escape to the ‘real’ 
world, the protagonists suddenly realise in horror that the 
train they had boarded is in fact a toy operated by a boy lying 
on the grass. As the electronically modulated voices of the 
gradually ‘shrinking’ protagonists frustratingly complain that 
“this is not a happy ending”, the camera pans out to reveal 
that the miniature railway set rests on the lawn of Warsaw’s 
Stalinist Palace of Culture and Science. The irony draws a 
full circle when the still image of the Palace is framed by 
the black screen with a key-hole opening, leaving no doubt 
as to where the viewer’s place is in the sequence of control 
fictionalised in the film.

IX.

Just as Jonathan Swift’s setting of his satire of the British-
French politics on two warmongering islands seemed 
appropriate for the context of a naval empire, the satirical 
charge of Kingsajz rests on its situation in the dark, confined 
spaces of a derelict basement metaphorically representative 
of life behind the iron curtain: the difficulties of accessing the 
magical potion seems to match those of receiving a passport,  
the towering rows of catalogue drawers clearly resemble the 
Socialist 1970s and 1980s housing estates, eerily uniform 

24 “Kingsajz” is a Polish spelling of the vocalisation of “king-size”)

and anonymous. But the allegoric exchange occurs in the 
opposite way just as well: that human life can be contained in 
a catalogue drawer, in an archive, should be clear for anyone 
familiar with the works of a police state. 

Unlike in 1987, Warsaw of 2017 is neither Socialist not 
Authoritarian—though the recent authoritarian moves of 
the Right-wing central government are highly concerning, 
they are somewhat mediated by the relative autonomy of 
the centrist local government. Yet again, as other parts 
of the thesis sought to demonstrate, Warsaw’s seemingly 
democratic protocols, such as urban planning, are 
underpinned by pattens of structural violence characteristic 
for authoritarianism: lack of trust in general, and specifically 
lack of trust in the ‘minor’, peculiar phenomena, and a 
delirious oscillation between laissez-faire and a drive for 
expanding control. Even where there may be no shortage of 
good intentions.25  

The problems identified in Towards Warsaw of the Future 
in its entirety as exhibition, book and archive are to do with 
Warsaw’s culture of representation: more often deploying 
the symbolic-allegoric than the semiotic or the tectonic; 
reductive rather than exhaustive; relying on logic of (false) 
alternatives to iron-out constructive contradictions. 

Neither in this brief reflection, nor indeed in the rest of the 
thesis, a clear ‘solution’ to this problematic condition can 
be offered—in fact, drawing on Lacan’s structure of the 
master signifier, we should consider that the very idea of a 
possibility of a singular solution puts us, so to speak, ‘back in 
the drawer’. Architect David Kunze gives an example of this 
on architectural-cultural grounds: 

25 See especially Volume One, Obiekt 4, 6 and 7, of this thesis.

“Enlightenment-style rationality, its widespread use in 
everyday discourse typically creates occasions for ‘doing 
the right thing for wrong reasons.’ For example, ‘green 
architecture’ functions both as a general awareness of the 
environmental consequences of building design and as a 
metaphor that allows designs to subscribe directly to the 
atmosphere of social and environmental goodness. As a 
metaphor, green architecture becomes ideology through 
the negation of its opposite term: who in their right mind 
would advocate ‘‘nongreen’’ architecture? The ‘‘No one!’’ 
answer shows that, as a metaphor, green has become an 
empty signifier operating as a mandate”26

As a result, Kunze continues, “by being both a cause and an 
effect, the master signifier becomes impermeable to critical 
objection.”27 
 
Though in his analysis Kunze identifies the (abuse of) 
metaphor as the problem, here in this study, having in 
mind Jacques Rancière’s insight on allegoric substitution 
in representation, we should replace “metaphor” with 
“allegory” or “symbol” as more particular for this thesis.28 
The above citation then begins to resonate with what we 
know of Warsaw. 

Instead of the allegory of “green” architecture let us think, 
for example, of the figure of the Phoenix (described in Obiekt 
6, Vol. 1, of this thesis), a creature capable of continuous 
rebirth fashioned into a symbol of a city. Similarly, we may 
think here of “reconstruction” as another allegoric master-
signifier: who, after all, would not want to see a once-war-

26 David Kunze, “‘ Minding the Gap ’ in Architectural Speculation”, Journal of 
Architectural Education, (2007), 55.

27 Ibid.

28 Jacques Rancière, “The Pensive Image,” in The Emancipated Spectator, 
(London, New York: Verso, 2009), 121.

torn city reconstructed? However, practice shows that by 
putting the city and architecture under the aegis of these 
noble symbols, one makes them immune to critique or 
possibility of change. 

X.

What are we to think of the specific concepts deployed 
(i.e. offered and accepted) in the design and development 
of Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition? If not as a 
theory, are we thus to think of ‘Imaginary Archive’ as yet 
another allegory? This would be the case, if “Archive” was 
to foreclose the possibility of going ‘beyond’ it—symbols, 
as Agamben reminds us, work by claiming exclusiveness, 
representing “heterogenous phenomena by virtue of the 
same semantic structure.”29 In Towards Warsaw of the Future 
something different seems to be at work. 

For example, the 1:1 architectural fragments of Warsaw 
brought into an Edinburgh gallery open the possibility of the 
exhibition extending far beyond the gallery space, by the way 
of imagination. We may imagine a faraway spatial condition 
through the familiar reality (“If I am in the Smolna Studio 
now”, asked me one visitor to the Edinburgh exhibition “then 
are you saying that the Palace of Culture would extend from 
Shandwick Place to Haymarket?”). In turn, architecture 
returns to its ‘natural’ size: it is not an isolated object, but 
part of (one’s imaginary of) the city. 

To imagine the exhibition as Archive, is thus to acknowledge 
that spatial organisation of objects, whether of exhibits or 
of structural and infrastructural elements of the exhibition, 
is never without a possibility of taking an active part in 
interpretation, in the making of sense of the exhibition—as a 
diagrammatic configuration of signs. The exhibition design is 
invited to play part in the unfolding of semiosis, not merely 
through symbolic substitution (e.g. “the black walls stand 
for the city’s wartime destruction”) but as what it already is: 
as architecture. A panel, a wall or a bench can be made to 
represent architecture architecturally. The size of the gallery 
room, its proportions, its surfaces, the position of cabinets 
or panels can be designed to represent specific places and 
objects that exist elsewhere (or nowhere, as in speculative 
projects), and by this (projected) specificity, by the way of 
their referential character, they enact the spectral agency of 
Archive, moving thought beyond the familiar.

It should be clear at this point that what is at work in the 
above examples is not the symbolic but the representational 
and the architectural. The third, immaterial corpus of the 
thesis thus becomes more legible: as much as exhibition and 
book, Towards Warsaw of the Future is also an Imaginary 
Archive. Neither a theory nor an allegory. Something else. 

29 Giorgio Agamben, “What is a Paradigm” in The Signature of All things, (New 
York: Zone books, 2009), 18.

Fig. 07—08. Screenshots of Kingsajz (1987), a film by Juliusz Machulski.
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Fig. 09. Photograph from the Towards Warsaw of the Future thesis exhibition, Edinburgh, Matthew Architecture Gallery, March 2017. Photograph by the author.
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Towards Warsaw of the 
Future. An Introduction
to the Exhibition.

When we imagine Warsaw’s architecture and urbanism it 
often apperas before us with two overlapping shadows—
the wartime destruction of 1939-1944 and the post-war 
reconstruction of the city. These shadows may be cast 
by Warsaw itself, but the lights come from Positivist-
Romanticist scholarship that since the Second World War has 
kept Warsaw in the dazzling brightness of sacrifice, heroism 
and historisation. 

As a result Warsaw’s architectural future has been locked 
between two dominant historical imaginaries: one of a man-
made catastrophe beyond belief (the wartime destruction) 
and another one of a heroic re-birth after the unbelievable 
became real (the post-war reconstruction).  By drawing on 
archival material from private and institutional collections, 
as well as from the tectonics of the city itself, this exhibition 
is an attempt to put some of the architectural aspects of the 
dialectical deadlock in which Warsaw dwells in a different 
light.

The exhibition is integral to the thesis presented in the 
Volume One of this book. Like the doctoral thesis on which 
it is based, the subject of the exhibition are three canonical, 
architectural and urbanist imaginaries of Warsaw that 
approximately correspond to three moments in the city’s 
chronology.

I.

The First Imaginary is that of Warsaw in years 1936-1939, 
when the city had been a capital of a sovereing Polish state 
for about a generation, inexperienced in that role, ill-prepared 
for the new function and struggling for recongition even in 
the eyes if its inhabitants. It was at that time when, in an 
attempt to remedy these inadequacies, the Warsaw Mayor 
presented two public exhibitions: Warsaw of the Future 
(Warszawa Przyszłości, 1936) and Warsaw Yesterday, 
Today, Tomorrow (Warszawa wczoraj, dziś, jutro, 1938). 

The purpose of these events was to construct an image of the 
city’s architectural past, present and future that would suit the 
role of Warsaw as a European capital.

The Second Imaginary is of Warsaw in years 1944-1949, 
a period of another re-institution of the city—this time as a 
socialist capital. This ‘new’ Warsaw was to be founded on 
the ruins of the ‘old’ one—literally, since much of the city 
was destroyed in 1943 and 1944; and in terms of ideology. 
What was left of the burgeois, rent- and property-driven 
Warsaw was to dissapear under the edifice of historical, 
social justice. At the time this imaginary was presented 
through an impressive publication, the Six-Year Plan for 
Reconstructing Warsaw, signed by the president of People’s 
Republic Bolesław Bierut. A copy of this impressive 
publication is on display at this exhibition.

The Third Imaginary presented at the exhibition is that 
of present-day Warsaw, about a generation since the fall of 
Comunism as an official state doctrine. Warsaw is here a city 
that in spite of economic development and an opening onto 
the world that brought new residential, office or institutional 
architecture seems uncapable of progressing beyond familiar 
paradigms of, on the one hand, liberal (non)planning (much 
of Warsaw has no valid masterplans at local level) and an 
authoritarian design culture on the other. 

II.

The three imaginaries of Warsaw are framed by a fourth 
one—that of the exhibition itself, as part of the thesis. In 
the space of the Matthew Architecture Gallery, the three 
imaginaries are indexed and represented with the help of 
three corresponding gallery spaces in Warsaw: the National 
Museum, the exhibition pavilion of the Polish Architects 
Association (SARP) and an artist studio-archive at 36 
Smolna Street. 

The design of this exhibition brings these spaces together, 
tectonically, as a layered 1:1 architectural drawing assembled 
in-situ from a drawing of fragments of these three spaces, 
with the First Imaginary occupying the bottom ‘layer’ of the 
exhibition space (objects painted in dark grey), the Second 
Imaginary taking the middle ‘layer’ (objects in light grey), 
and the contemporary, Third Imaginary hovering above these 
(objects in white).

At the same time, the exhibition’s architectonic character, 
as series of objects that seek to form relations with each 
other, the city, the space of the gallery and the moving body 
of the viewer, breaks the clarity of this layered framing. 
Through tectonic (rather than strictly ideological) disposition 
of fragments of the three sites, the historic imaginaries are 
re- and de-constructed—no longer as a sequential order or 
a ‘layered’ chronology but more akin to a constellation of 
objects which in the space of the gallery begin to loose their 
affiliations, working across the conceptual layering, and thus 
exposing the imaginary character of the city they represent.

III.

The broad exposition of the thesis comes in Volume One. 
Here, in the main body of Volume Two, one may find a 
series of drawings that act as a guide to the reading of 
the exhibition, presenting each objects and their tectonic 
disposition as fragments of Warsaw architectural imaginary.

The main body is followed by a series of Archives, or 
annexes, that present a (partial) record of the research that 
contributed to the production of the thesis: experimental 
research maps, annotated archival indexes, images, drawings 
and 3D scan imagery. They form the archive of the thesis’ 
exegesis, and at the same time, its constelleatory corpus.
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Fig 01. Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition plan with tectonic Objects [Obiekty] marked in situ. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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First Imaginary. National 
Museum in Warsaw

Indexing the first imaginary, is a floorplan fragment of the 
south wing of the National Museum in Warsaw, where the 
Warsaw of the Future exhibition was installed in 1936.
The two dark grey volumes in the centre of the Matthew 
Architecture Gallery—Obiekt 17 and 18—represent two 
models visible on a photograph from the opening day. 

In the North-East corner of the Gallery a mark on the floor 
indexes the approximate location from which the photograph 
was taken. At the South Corner of the Obiekt 18 a red 
outline on the floor—Trace 01—references the location of a 
fragment of the Museum’s external wall.

Fig. 01. Photograph from the opening day of the Warsaw of the Future exhibition at the 
National Museum, 28 March 1936. Author unknown. NAC-1-U-8484-2.
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Fig. 02. Plan of the National Museum gallery imposed onto the plan of the Matthew Gallery. 1:200 [drawn at 1:100]
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Fig. 03. Plan of the National Museum gallery imposed onto the plan of the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 04—05. Plan and section of Obiekt 17 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 06—07. Plan and section of Obiekt 18 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Second Imaginary. The SARP 
Exhibition Pavilion

The Second Imaginary is indexed by a floorplan of an 
exhibition pavilion affiliated to the Polish Architects’ 
Association (SARP) where numerous urban and 
architectural designs were presented over the decades.1 
Although built over twenty years after the war (1968), its 
function as place of presenting of forthcoming architecture 
and its position in the city—amidst an institutional complex 
planned since the 1940s—make it highly relevant for the 
imaginary of Warsaw’s long-lasting reconstruction, from the 
1930s to the 1960s, 70s and later.

Today, amidst the Association’s institutional and financial 
decline after the fall of Communism in 1989 and the 
restructuring of professional organisations in Poland in 
the 2000s (powers were delegated to a new architectural 
chamber), the pavilion earns for its maintenance as a 
commercial venue for corporate events and wedding 
receptions.

1 Architectural design pro publico bono by: Marek Bieniewski, Jerzy 
Józefowicz, Krzysztof Moldzelyński, Jerzy Przeradowski; structural design by 
Włodzimierz Panorski and Władysław Wierzbicki. See: Przemysław T. Szafer, 
Nowa Architektura Polska. Diariusz lat 1966-70, (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo 
Arkady, 1972): 103, 108. 

Fig. 01. Exterior photograph of the SARP Exhibition Pavilion. Photograph by Stowarzyszenie Architektów Polskich.
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Fig. 02. Plan of the SARP Exhibition Pavilion imposed onto the plan of the Matthew Gallery. 1:100 (insert at 1:1000) [drawn at 1:50 and 1:500].
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Fig. 03. Plan of the SARP Exhibition Pavilion imposed onto the plan of the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 04—05. Plan and section of Obiekt 13 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 06—08. Plan and sections of Obiekt 19 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 09—10. Plan and section of Obiekt 21 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 11—12. Plan and section of Obiekt 23 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 13—14. Plan and section of Obiekt 25 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 15—16. Plan and section of Obiekt 26 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Third Imaginary.  
36 Smolna Studio

The third imaginary, that of contemporary Warsaw, is present 
through tectonic references to an art studio and an archive 
at 36 Smolna Street, located half-way between the National 
Museum and the Architects Association. Built within a 
former ruin in 1951 by a scultpor Karol Tchorek, the Studio 
was carefully renovated in 2006 by his daughter-in-law and 
an artist, Katherine Bentall. Although it is a significant part 
of Warsaw’s cultural heritage, the Studio remains exposed 
to gentrification and development pressures that threaten its 
existence.

The Smolna Studio is represented here in two ways: firstly, 
through a selection of drawings from an architectural survey 
drawings of the studio (this includes 1:1 outlines) and, 
secondly, through three metallic impressions, physically 
pressed against the surfaces of the studio (Obiekt 15-J, 20-
06 and 24-D). In the space of the Gallery these impressions 
are positioned analogically to their original location at 36 
Smolna Studio.

Fig. 01. Photograph of the Smolna Studio, with the north-facing window to the right of the image.
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Fig. 02. Plan of the Smolna Studio imposed onto the plan of the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 03. Long section through the Smolna Studio. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 04—06. Details of the Smolna Studio. 1:20 [drawn at 1:10]
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Fig. 07—12. Details of the Smolna Studio. 1:20 [drawn at 1:10]
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Fig. 13—14. Plan and section of Obiekt 15 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 15—16. Plan and section of Obiekt 16 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 17—18. Plan and section of Obiekt 20 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 19—20. Plan and section of Obiekt 22 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 21—22. Plan and section of Obiekt 24 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fourth Imaginary.  
Towards the Warsaw of 
the Future. Exhibition as a 
Thesis, Thesis as Exhibiting

The Fourth Imaginary presented in this exhibition is that of 
the exhibition itself: presented in the Matthew Architecture 
Gallery, Edinburgh, in March 2017. As an exhibition, 
Towards Warsaw of the Future is event that can be designed, 
imagined, represented, documented and recorded—all of 
which are different from the experience of the event itself.

Towards Warsaw of the Future exists at once as three kinds 
of things: as a book (in two volumes), an exhibition (an 
event and a tectonic construct), and as an archive that is also 
an index to archives and places in Warsaw. Through this 
simultaneity one may see a structural conundrum: while the 
book exists within the exhibition’s corpus (as Obiekt 14 and 
27), it also represents it (mostly in Obiekt 27, this volume). 
Similarly, the archival character of the thesis is present both 
within the book and exhibition body (through the numerous 
reproductions of archival material, the archival indexes etc.), 
and in the prospective destination of the thesis as a future 
repository of (fragments of) knowledge; in other words—as 
a document that, when indexed in the University catalogue, 
may act as an archival object of a kind. 

The triad, therefore, is more than itself already, the thesis 
is something different than itself. If one was to attribute 
this statement—and the thesis—an ontological instability, 
then it would be an attribution that imbricates something 
of Warsaw’s own instability, its imaginary, delirious, 
paradoxical Romantic-Positivist character.

Fig. 01.  Towards Warsaw of the Future, 2016. Photograph by the author.
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Fig. 02. Plan of Obiekt 14 (Thesis Vol. 2) in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 03. Plan and section of Obiekt 27 (Thesis Vol. 1) in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig. 04. Design visualisation of the exhibition in the Matthew Gallery. Elevated perspective view.
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Fig. 05—08. Design visualisations of the exhibition in the Matthew Gallery. Perspective views.
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Archive (1) 
Exhibition Construction 
Drawings
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Fig. 01. Assemblage of construction drawings for the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition.
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Fig. 02. Assemblage of construction drawings for the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition.
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Fig. 03. Assemblage of construction drawings for the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition.
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Fig. 04. Assemblage of construction drawings for the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition.
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Fig. 05. Assemblage of construction drawings for the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition.
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Fig. 06. Assemblage of construction drawings for the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition.
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Fig. 07. Assemblage of construction drawings for the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition.
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Fig. 08. Assemblage of construction drawings for the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition.
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Fig. 09. Assemblage of construction drawings for the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition.
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Fig. 10. Assemblage of construction drawings for the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition.
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Fig. 11. Assemblage of construction drawings for the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition.
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Archive (2) 
Smolna Studio Survey 
Drawings
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Fig. 01. Survey drawings of the Smolna Studio (with Richard Collins).
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Fig. 02. Survey drawings of the Smolna Studio (with Richard Collins).
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Fig. 03. Survey drawings of the Smolna Studio (with Richard Collins).
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Archive (3) 
Drawing in the Archives 

The following section presents a scaled-down version of CAD drawings made during the first 
two field work visits to the Warsaw archives in 2012.
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Fig. 01. Fragment of an archival survey drawing developed as a notation tool during fieldwork in 2011 .
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Fig. 02. Fragment of an archival survey drawing developed as a notation tool during fieldwork in 2011 (enlargement) .
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Fig. 03. Fragment of an archival survey drawing developed as a notation tool during fieldwork in 2011 (enlargement) 
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Fig. 04. Fragment of an archival survey drawing developed as a notation tool during fieldwork in 2011 (enlargement) 
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Archive (4) 
Annotated Index of Select 
Archival Material 

fIeld work I (3).  11-18 aPrIl 2012.

The  point of this field trip was to review and reproduce archival material related to the practices 
of architectural design and the related material destruction in Warsaw in years 1936-1955.

The focal event for the research will be the 1936 Warsaw of the Future exhibition, with 
specific attention to the architectural/urban design for the planned 1944 National Fair, and the 
architectural media used to present the design.  

Archives and Libraries :

1. Biblioteka Narodowa w Warszawie (National Library in Warsaw)

Main catalogue queries on keywords: Warszawa Przyszłości [Warsaw of the Future], Warszawa 
Funkcjonalna [Functional Warsaw]. Results:

a copy of the WP exhibition catalogue was accessed;

an article in an art journal Arkady briefly mentioning the WP exhibition. No details given;

an article in the Ilustrowany Kuryer Codzienny daily newspaper (see pt. 3 below) that mentions 
the exhibition. One photograph accompanying the piece is listed in the National Digital Archives 
as item. 

2. Archiwum Państwowe m.st. Warszawy (Warsaw State Archive) 
ul. Krzywe Koło 7.

Accessed the copy of the 1936 Warsaw of the Future exhibition catalogue.

Accessed documents on the Commissary of the Government on Warsaw 1928-1939.

Accessed the index on BOS (Biuro Odbudowy Stolicy, Office of the Reconstruction of the 
Capital) 1945-1951.

3. Narodowe Archiwum Cyfrowe (National Digital Archive)

Accessed and ordered photographic material on the 1936 exhibition:

1-U-8484-1. Photograph from the exhibition opening day showing key officials investigating a 
model of the Warsaw region.

1-U-8484-2. Photograph from the exhibition opening day showing the Mayor of Warsaw 
presenting an urban model of Warsaw to statesmen and officials (see next page).

1-U-8484-3. Photograph from the exhibition opening day Poland’s Prime Minister presenting a 
fragment of the exhibition to the President.

Onle photograph 1-U-8484-3 was originally published: in the Ilustrowany Kuryer Codzienny, 
an illustrated national daily paper; the IKC is currently being digitalised in Krakow by the 
Małopolska Biblioteka Cyfrowa; the 1936 issues are available in analogue format in the 
Archiwum Państwowe (State Archive) in Kraków, ul. Sienna 16). 

These images led to finding of reproductions of the design for the Wystawa Światowa (World 
Expo), to take place in Warsaw in 1943 (sic.):

1-M-655-1. Axonometric drawing of the exposition design with specific pavilions and buildings 
marked and titled. 

1-M-655-2. Perspective prospect view of the exposition grounds.

4. Centralne Archiwum Wojskowe (Central Military Archive)

NOTE: As of 2012 the Military Archive remained closed due to refurbishment. No material was 
accessed. The following positions are speculative entries to be followed up in further research.

Sources on Third Reich Minister of Foreign Affairs Joachim Von Ribbentrop’s state visit to 
Warsaw in 1936, specifically his visit to the National Museum where he may have visited the 
Warszawa Przyszłości exhibition.

Sources on the Inspektorat Obrony Powietrznej Państwa (Air Defence State Inspectorate) related 
to the National Museum design.
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1-U-8484-2. 1-M-655-1.

1-U-8484-3. 1-M-655-2.

Fig. 01—04. Archival photographs of the Warszawa Przyszłości 1936 exhibition. National Digital Archives (signatures by images)
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3. Biblioteka Wydziału Architektury Politechniki Warszawskiej (Architecture Library at 
the Warsaw University of Technology)

Accessed the library’s own copy of the Warszawa Przyszłości [Warsaw of the Future] exhibition 
catalogue.

4. Archiwum Akt Nowych (New Documents Archive).

Accessed:

several design drawings of the Warszawski Zespół Miejski from Instytut Urbanistyki i 
Architektury (UIA) (ref. 144-150; 168, 184), dated 1946 and 1950. Though unreferenced and 
lacking context description, some of these seem to have come out of the clandestine design 
practice run during the War by architects Szymon and Helena Syrkus.

A collection of documents related to Bolesław Bierut, President of Poland in years 1946-1953.

fIeld work II I  (5) .  aPrIl 2015.

1. Muzeum Narodowe w Warszawie (National Museum in Warsaw). 

Revisiting the collections and the archives accessed in 2012. Accessed:

Archival collection of the  Warszawa wczoraj, dziś, jutro (Warsaw Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow; 
1938) exhibition. Reviewing and reproducing the whole folio of documents.

Polish Drawing collection related to the Museum of Industry and Science project. Reproducing 
the folio of design drawings.

fIeld work IV (6).  maY 2015.

1. Archiwum Państwowe m.st. Warszawy (Warsaw State Archive), ul. Krzywe Koło 7.

A review of the UNESCO-listed Archive of BOS (Warsaw Reconstruction Office). Accessed 
(select documents only):

Documents relevant for the Smolna Studio:

7505 . “Trasa Alei przy Skarpie w rejonie Alei 3-go Maja i ul. Smolnej. Projektowane 
przedłużenie ul. Kopernika” Datowany na 1946. Opis j.a: “skala 1:2500; Liczba arkuszy: 1.” 
Uwagi: “Wydział Urbanistyki. Pracownia Śródmieście”

A technical drawing, A4 in format and with dimensions, showing an en extended street to run 
through the site of the Studio at 36 Smolna Street. In the index, the new street is described as a 
“Avenue on the Escaprment.”

Kopia ozalidowa. Prosty techniczny, na A4, zwymiarowany. Bardzo istotny dla pracowni na 
Smolnej 36.

7644. “Warszawa. ul Krakowskie przedmieście od pl. Zamkowego do Dziekanki. Elewacje. 
Projekt odbudowy”

Datowany na luty 1946. Opis “skala 1:200; Liczba arkuszy: 1; stan dobry; pol. 1:200. oraz: 
“mapa/sekcja mapy.” (Warsaw, Krakowskie Przemieście St. Elevations. Reconstruction design 
drawings).

An ozalid copy of an elevation drawing (1:200) of a fragment of the Krakowskie 
Przedmieście (part of the Royal Tract). Resembles pre-war proposals for the re-construction 
(“Uporządkowanie gabarytów”) of the street and the war-time drawings of the Miejska Komisja 
Rzeczoznawców.

Kopia ozalidowa. Prosta, rysowana jedną linią elewacja projektowanego kształtu Krakowskiego 
Przedmieścia.

36-18.

1. An application by Mr Jan Lejman to the Wydział Polityki Budowlanej Z.M. m st. Warszawy 
for a certificate of use of premise 10a, 36 Smolna Street. Signed. Dated 4 May 1950.

A stamp of the Referat Ewidencji at the back states that the permit to use the premises may be 
revised: “W/g planu prawom. ter. przeznaczony pod bud/ i urządz. użyt. publ. w szczególn. na 
cele współżycia społ. kultur.-owych z pozostaw. niezab. cz. ter. urządz. jako ogrody, dziedzińce, 
[illegible] przejscia piesze, oraz drogi wraz z urządz. Pomocn.” Stamp dated 9 May 1950. 
Signed (illegible).

Interestingly, at this point the stamp that refers to a “Projekt BOS” is scored-out, and replaced 
with “plan prawomocny” (legally-binding plan), suggesting the status of the project to which the 
permit was subject changed.

2. A document from 10th of may states that citizen Lejman (obywatel) the “use of premise 10a at 
36 Smolna street is acceptable for an unspecified time.”

7848. “Klasyfikacja terenów działek budowlanych z projektowanym podziałem. Załącznik 
do miejscoweo planu zagospodarowania przestrzennnego” skala 1:1000; 4 arkusze. st. db. 
(Classification of plots with designed boundaries. Attachement to the local masterplan” Four 
sheets. Condition good).

MPZP Nowy Świat.

The set of drawings, dated for September 1947, is a design part of a local masterplan for the area 
west of the Royal Tract. Together with a text description and other drawings, such a masterplan 
would be the main legal document to regulate what can or cannot be built and where. Made at 
1:1000 scale (small enough to clearly show the outlines of individual buildings), the drawing 
shows in detail the re-positioning of plot boundaries made to allow for a less dense future 
development. Where the underlying survey shows tenements and courtyards, the masterplan 
proposes a kindergarten, a cinema and other state institutions, including the Ministry of Finance, 
superimposed as free-standing figures, independent of what lies underneath. 

The document shows three categories of plots: those that do not require change of boundaries 
before they are built on; those that can be built on before the boundaries are changed; and those 
that cannot be developed before the change of plot boundary. It is a taxonomy aimed specifically 
at construction.

These are not working drawings--the composition, graphic language, font size, numbering and 
the hard back suggest the drawings were made for presentation, though not necessarily for public 
exhibiting

4327. (akta BOS) “ul. Marszałkowska 63. /wniosek, zlecenie, rachunek, obmiary, opinie, 
protokół końcowy/ /1946-47/” Opis zewn.: “luźne, maszyn. rkps” kart 16.3 szkice sytuacyjne, 2 
fotografie. ([BOS files]. “Marszałkowska 63. /application, commission, invoice, measurements, 
opinions, closing protocol/ /1946-47/ Description: loose, typed, manuscript. 16 pages, 3 site 
drawings, 2 photographs.”

Documents concerned with “securing works” on the tenement, in which Karol Tchorek’s gallery, 
Salon Nike, was located (the Salon is not mentioned, however). The “securing works” meant 
here taking down four stories of the building to the level of first floor window sill. 

The files includes an application from  the building administration; (de)construction protocols; 
correspondence between the Building Control [“Inspekcja Budowlana”]  of Warsaw’s 
municipality [“Zarząd Miejski m. st. Warszawy”], BOS Building Emergency [“Pogotowie 
Budowlane BOS”], and SPB [“Społeczne Przedsiębiorstwo Budowlane”-- a pre-war cooperative 
construction company which contacted authors of Warszawa Funkcjonalna and future directors 
of BOS, H. and S. Syrkus and R. Piotrowski during the occupation]. Among documents there are 
elevations drawings marking the extent of deconstuction detailed volumetric diagrams of “pile” 
of debris to be taken away to a dumping site [4km away].

5. Muzeum Narodowe w Warszawie (National Museum in Warsaw)

Enquired about materials related to the Warszawa Przyszłości [Warsaw of the Future] exhibition. 

Through the fieldwork at the Museum, several collections were accessed, most notably the 
Kolekcja Rysunku Polskiego (Polish Drawing Collection) and the Zbiór Ikonografii i Fotografii 
(Collection of Iconography and Photography), as well as the Museum’s own archive.

The archive held but one record mentioning the exhibition: a circular letter from Stefan 
Starzyński, Warsaw Mayor, urging the directors and managers from municipal institutions 
(among which was the Museum) to give their employees a leave of absence so they can visit the 
exhibition; the letter also notified about the extension of opening time.

A much later collection of documents is available on another exhibition, Warszawa wczoraj, 
dziś, jutro (Warsaw yesterday, today, tomorrow; 1938; see next three pages), with detailed 
correspondence, protocols, exhibition items orders and a few design drawings and sketches. 
Similarly, the catalogued photographs from the Iconography and Photography collection seem 
related to the 1938 exhibition and not the 1936 Warszawa Przyszłości.

fIeld work II  (4) .  June 2012.

1. Muzeum Narodowe w Warszawie (National Museum in Warsaw)

The second field work focused on the collections of the National Museum related to the planned 
1943 World Exposition designs (later changed to a National Exposition, and postponed to 1944) 
and the Muzeum Przemysłu i Techniki (Museum of Industry and Technology; see next page), 
designed as part of the exposition.

The material related to this project available at the Museum is extensive and, at the time of the 
visit it was largely unpaginated and only partially indexed. 

Among the documents there is a text from the Science Museum in Kensington, London, 
presumably written at the request of the Polish Museum of Science organisation committee, 
describing in details the structure, the operations (lifting, goods access etc.) and spatial 
requirements of the British institution. Similar letters from other European institutions are also 
present in the folio. The progress on the organisation of the Museum was presented in a series of 
Publications of the emergent Museum.

The author also accessed and reproduced archival 1920s design drawings of the Museum 
building by the architect Czesław Przybylski’s practice. They served to locate the possible 
location of the 1936 WP exhibition in the building.

2. Muzeum Wojska Polskiego (Museum of the Polish Army)

The Museum of the Polish Army occupies part of the building in which the National Museum 
is located. In the first years, both institutions were run jointly from one office, held by Colonel 
Bronisław Gembarzewski, only separating around the time of the 1936 exhibition, amidst a 
power shift in the municipal administration.

While no mention of the Warszawa Przyszłości exhibition could be found, several other 
documents related to imaginaries of Warsaw’s Future:

(Unreferenced) A typed document by Colonel Gembarzewski, dated 20 December 1919, positing 
a proposal for Warsaw’s urban development, outlining a series of districts, their programme and 
institutional strategies for establishing Warsaw as a capital city.

(Unreferenced) A typed letter by Colonel Gembarzewski to Stanisław Michalski, dated 1 March 
1929, discussing a proposed act of parliament which regulates the acquisition of exhibits by 
cultural institutions. The document is critical of the bill. The author requests that the addressee 
destroys it after reading.

(Unreferenced) A series of drawings showing the outline of the building to be given for the use 
by the Museum of the Army.
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Rysunek Polski (Polish Drawing collection). Documents related to the Museum of Industry and Science

Fig. 05—07. Archival material related to designs for the 1944 National Exposition in Warsaw. National Museum.
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Rysunek Polski (Polish Drawing collection). Documents related to the Warszawa wczoraj, dziś, jutro exhibition (1938).

Fig. 08—09. Archival material related to the 1938 exhibition Warszawa wczoraj, dziś, jutro. National Museum.
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Rysunek Polski (Polish Drawing collection). Elevantion of the “Education and Culture” section of the Warszawa wczoraj, dziś, jutro exhibition (1938).

Fig. 10. Fragment of a design drawing (elevation) for the 1938 exhibition Warszawa wczoraj, dziś, jutro. National Museum.
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The Archival Inventory of BOS, available on site in the Warsaw State Archive. Describes the 
history of the  the Office. Made by Alicja Kączkowska, possibly as a masters dissertation (the 
machine-typed form would suggest this).

2053. Wydział Propagandy. Kierownictwo - Sekretariat. Opracowania zniszczeń i odbudowy 
Warszawy w j. angielskim. 1945-46r.? (Department of Propaganda. Directorship’s secretariat. 
Studies of destruction and reconstruction of Warsaw in English. Dated for years 1945-46?).

Seemingly the only folder in the BOS archive with documents in English, titled Futur Warsaw 
(original spelling). A series of propaganda texts written for an anglophone reader. Two seem 
most pertinent:

1. 2053-02. “The Plan of futur (sic) Warsaw.” 

One interesting document, titled “The Plan of Futur of Warsaw” broadly describes the program 
and the design of the future reconstructed city for about 2 mln inhabitants in the metropolitan 
region: “the new capital must bring to individuals the most modern techniques to ensure their 
development and at the same time make nature readily accessible to them.” Key to this is 
“modern, efficient and swift communication.”

Numerous “sites” are mentioned, but they rather correspond to vast urban territories, such as 
“the central section” of the city where space for a “forum for national discussion, much like 
Agora of ancient times, or the medieval marketplace” will be made (what a wide spectrum of 
architectural precedents). Stalls of the national stadium are planned to rise on the slope of the 
Warsaw’s escarpment-- much like in drawings of the Bierut’s 6-year plan. A new parliament 
building “confirm[ing] to the outline of the bend of the Vistula is mentioned, while “at the 
north end of this site, studios of artistic craftsmen will be set up in old historic buildings. Cafes, 
restaurants and some apartment houses will complete the first row on the Vistula river bluff.”  A 
new University district is proposed south to the city centre, while the distant district of Żerań on 
the right bank will become an industrial hub with a central slaughterhouse and a power station. 
“In so designing the city, the planners are aware that their plans will affect, perhaps for many 
years to come, the social structure of the city” (p.3).

More detailed than the version of Warszawa Funckjonalna published in 1930s, the description 
draws its strategy from the Syrkus’ and Chmielewski’s pre-war studies (“the structure of a 
dwelling or business place, a street or square, must be purposeful” or in the design of a great 
canal linking the Vistula with “Poland’s Eastern Rivers”). It even mentions Functional Warsaw 
explicitly.  The “central slaughterhouse” planned for Żerań was presented, through models and 
graphics, in the 1938 Warsaw yesterday, Today and Tomorrow. 

Whom was this text written by? The typed document is not signed. Given the content and the 
origin of the text (Department of Propaganda), one suspects that it is work of Helena Syrkus, the 
head of the department, a polyglot and a translator for the authors of Warszawa Funkcjonalna in 
their pre-war international ventures. 

2. 2053-06 “The Historic buildings of Warsaw”

The document is an outline of history of Warsaw from its foundation as a mediaeval town until 
the catastrophe of World War Two in which much of the city was destroyed. 

Much attention is given to the rapid development of the city after it became the national 
capital in late 16th century (which made the city grow out of its mediaeval shell and brought 
construction of gentry family palaces along roads leading out if Old Town), through the grand 
axial projects of the Saxon dynasty (the Saxon Palace with adjacent barracks and gardens) right 
to the rise of monumental classicism embodied by the Grand Theatre, the Ministry of Treasure. 
Condensed to four pages of typed text, synthetic by necessity, this brief history of Warsaw’s 
urban development stops at the end of the Congress Kingdom of Poland (1830). From there on 
the reader is taken to the contemporary effects of the “Teutonic aggression” of 1939, omitting 
nearly 100 years of Warsaw’s history, including the most rapid growth in the late 19th century 
and in early 20th century that resulted in the dense urban fabric so characteristic of Warsaw in 
the early 20th century.

This omission, I would argue, shouldn’t be ascribed solely to a chronology or historiographic 
caesura that seeks to put distance between the contemporary and the historic. Read in dialogue 
with the paper on future Warsaw in the same file, which speaks of “mistakes of [late] nineteenth 
century” that resulted in overcrowding of the city, part of the history of Warsaw seems 

deliberately erased, as if preparing for the material destruction that was planned or already 
ongoing under the BOS direction.

It is noteworthy that the the “problem” of the 19th century, dense urban fabric was not included 
in the document that speaks of the historic Warsaw, but in the one that outlines the Warsaw of 
Future.

The opening words carry much of the ideological weight in both texts. Starting with the text on 
historic buildings of Warsaw,  “[in] [t]he City of Warsaw, being the cultural and political centre 
of Polish Nation, there were built during centuries great many buildings which could be regarded 
as records of Poland’s national history. Their destruction in the World War II is to be considered 
as one of the most painful items in the tragic list of the Polish war losses.”

Architecture here is very directly posited as a record, a document. Its loss is an act against 
nation’s archive out of which its history is made. In a bureaucratic state, the State being here the 
guardian-archon of the National Archive [an imaginary institution], such loss too must be listed 
and documented. Part of the BOS agenda was precisely to make “destruction protocols” for the 
archive of Warsaw.

The text on the future Warsaw begins with words:  “The structure of the new capital city will 
be based on old cultural tradition, will have the character of a metropolis and will be suited to a 
centre of a cultural, political and economic life of the nation. The physical environment will be 
such as to further the utmost development of community life and social intercourse.” 

Here the emphasis is outright on the city as a whole, rather than on individual buildings or 
projects. Indeed, Warsaw is again seen as significant for the cultural life of the Nation. In this 
light, the much later location of the Central House of Culture in the 6-year plan and of Palace of 
Culture (and Science) stand as truly national projects. Yet these pressures, it seems from the file, 
were of local origin; these were made in the Polish institution, BOS.

8113. [Panorama części Warszawy - widok z lotu ptaka od strony praskiej. Widoczny most 
Poniatowskiego, lewy brzeg Wisły (Powiśle, Starówka) a na nim gmach muzeum narodowego 
oraz w oddali widoczne wieże Kościoła Rzymskokatolickiego pw. Św Krzyża]” bez skali, 1 
arkusz, “do konserwacji” w Uwagach: “Panorama”  
(“Panorama of part of Warsaw - bird-eye-view from Praga side. Visible are Poniatowski bridge, 
left bank of the Vistula (Powiśle, Old Town) and the National Museum building, as well as 
towers of the Roman Catholic church of Saint Cross in the distance. No scale, 1 sheet. For 
conservation. Notes: panorama.”)

A beautiful ink drawing of an aerial view of Warsaw escarpment, with the National Museum, 
and a large carriageway junction by the river. The Poniatowskiego bridge is shown with 
(designed) pylons, while the road enters a tunnel underneath the city. An analogy to the East-
West route built in 1948, or a precedent for it? And would the large square in front of the 
National Museum, right where Tchorek’s studio is, be the “agora” or a forum mentioned in 
“Futur of Warsaw” (sic!) text of the Propaganda Department (2053)? What was the point of this 
draing? 

There are more questions than answers, as the drawing is not even dated. The pencil signature 
read initials “ZK” which would point to Zygmunt Kamiński (1888-1969), the professor of 
Warsaw School of Architecture, a painter, and the designer of the Polish coat of arms (the 
original from 1927; and the Polish People’s Republic one, with the royal crown removed).

7776. “[Aleje Jerozolimskie projekt zabudowy na odcinku od ul Chałbińskiego do skarpy 
wiślanej]” bez daty. Skala 1:1000, jeden arkusz. stan dobry. W uwagach: “brak objaśnień”

The drawing is some 2 meters long, mounted on hard surface.  Starting from the West, it shows 
the planned Central Railway Station at the junction of the North-South route and the Jerusalem 
Avenue. Across the Avenue, there are four high-rise buildings, rectangular in plan, just as 
presented at the 1936 and 1938 exhibitions in the National Museum. Just to the east of the 
Station a vast space (Varsovian Champs-de-Mars?) is punctuated by a single, high-rise volume. 
Unlike the well-published drawings of the 6-year plan, in which this  site is dominated by the 
gargantuan volume of the Central House of Culture, the “blue drawing” shows a relatively small 
footprint--something more similar to the Tower of Independence proposed by architect Juliusz 
Nagórski for the Exposition grounds on the other side of the river in 1934 and presented as a 
model at Warsaw of Future exhibition in 1936. Moving towards the east, the drawing shows ...

There are also two undated photographs of the building showing black window openings of 
uppers floors, tall shop windows at street level [glazed], and a bright sign of a marago coffee 
bar [“marago bar kawowy”]. The pavement in front of the building is busy with people. In the 
foreground, slightly out of focus, two women are captured crossing the street.  With hats on, they 
seem well-dressed. One is wearing a coat with a long, fur collar. One suspects it might be early 
spring or autumn. The building  to the south, no. 61, is already reduced to ground floor.

Jak w opisie: dokumenty BOS rejestrujące zabezpieczenie budynku, w którym mieścił się Salon 
Nike Karola Tchorka. Brak wzmianki lokalu. Jedynie stwierdzenie, że administracja lokalu 
została powiadomiona o konieczności opuszczenia lokalu na czas rozbiórki. Rozbiórka miała 
sięgać poziomy parapetu pierwszego piętra. Dwie fotografie są nie datowane--ale ewidentnie 
powojenne. Choć trudno z nich wyczytać konieczność rozbiórki--ściany szczytowe stoją, ściany 
frontowe stoją. Ekspertyza konstruktorska na miejscu musiała jednak stwierdzać zagrożenie. 
Brak też jest zdjęć od podwórza.

8018. “Inwentaryzacja istniejących budynków na trasie M[arszałkowskiej].” Skala 1:1000, 
1 arkusz, st. db. Uwagi: “rękopis na światłokopii” (“Survey of existing buildings on the 
M[arszałkowska] route.” 1:1000 scale, 1 sheet, in good condition. Notes: manuscript on an 
ozalid copy”)

Large plan, several meters in length when unfolded. Dated 15 June 1948. An ozalid copy with 
colour markings and annotations in pencil showing a strip of the city along Marszałkowska 
Street, from Królewska up North, down to Lublin Union square in the south.

The drawing could be placed between a survey and a design: it marks buildings in accord to 
overlapping taxonomies of level of destruction (“debris”; “destroyed in 50%”), occupation 
(“occupied or suitable for dwelling”; “occupied by more than 50 people”), legal status  
(“buildings given an 8-year permit”). An overarching category marks “buildings located in the 
zone of the [designed] route,” the widened Marszałkowska. A thin pencil line shows the planned 
road. A thick pencil line seems to draw the extend of planed demolition marking facades and 
gable walls that will make face of the widened street. 

If one was to think of it as a design drawing, then it is a plan of a “designed” destruction--no 
new buildings are proposed there; rather the new spaces are created by cutting away, from the 
existing urban fabric, a new, monumental avenue.

Every building in the zone has three values attached to it: volume (m3), volume of debris (m3), 
and the number of inhabitants. Some also specify the number of shops on the premises. For 
the tenement at Marszałkowska 63, the site of Tchorek’s first gallery/studio, these values are: 
11900m3 of building volume, 650m3 of debris, 12 inhabitants. It is marked as “occupied or 
suitable for dwelling.”  

The building volume translates to about 3000m2 of building area. About five stories, if counting 
just the tement; two stories, if the outhouses in the back were counted.

Ogromny rzut, kilka metrów długości. Datowany na 15 czerwca 1948. Piękny, kolorowy, 
na podkładzie ozalidowym (inwentaryzacji zniszczeń). Techniczny rzut stanu istniejącego z 
naniesionymi planowanymi wyburzeniami pod poszerzoną Marszałkowską od Królewskiej do 
Placu Unii Lubelskiej. Długi rysunek, kolorowy, z wyznaczoną grubą linią (ołówek) zabudowy 
do wyburzenia. Legenda szczegółowo określa status poszczególnych budynków, wyszczególnia te 
leżące w przebiegu poszerzanej trasy. Notatki dot. ilości działających sklepów. 

Przy każdym budynku trzy dane: objętość kubatury (m3),  objętość gruzu (m3), liczba 
mieszkańców.

Dla Marszałkowskiej 63 dane te są następujące: 11900 / 650 / 12 (os.). Zaznaczony 
wyoełnieniem jako “zamieszkały lub nadający się do odbudowy.” Liczba mieszkańców sugeruje, 
że kwalifikował się dzięki tej pierwszej charakterystyce.

Documents relevant for discussion of the imaginaries of urban future of Warsaw:

Inwentarze Archiwalne. Tom 46. Cz. 1. Biuro Odbudowy Stolicy [1935] 1945-1950 [1951]. 
Warszawa 1972. Opracowała mgr Alicja Kączkowska.
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Fig. 11. A birthday card for Helena Syrkus, made by her colleagues from PAU during Szymon’s imprisonment in Auschwitz. Dated 1943. Helena and Szymon Syrkus archive, Muzeum Architektury Wrocław. 
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BOS-8181-2

Fig. 12. Location study drawing for the Palace of Culture and Science in Warsaw: location option in Port Praski. Dated 1951. BOS Archive (signature above)
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BOS-8182-3

Fig. 13. Location study drawing for the Palace of Culture and Science in Warsaw: location option in central Warsaw. Dated 1951. BOS Archive (signature above)
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BOS-8182-6

Fig. 14. Location study drawing for the Palace of Culture and Science in Warsaw: location option in central Warsaw. Aerial perspective. Dated 1951. BOS Archive (signature above)
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BOS-8182-9

Fig. 15. Section study drawing for the Palace of Culture and Scinece in Warsaw. Dated 1951. BOS Archive (signature above)
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politic and the Communist post-war politic was not as wide as much of contemporary Warsaw 
historiography suggests: monumental Stalinist urbanism referenced the pre-war designs very 
directly though—it would seem—without acknowledgement. 

Piekne i niepublikowane w większości rysunki Pałacu Kultury w róznych wariantach w centrum. 
Długo by pisać, trzeba zobaczyć. Z sierpnia i września 1951. Oprócz planów także funkcjonalny 
przekrój-diagram z podziałem kubatury Pałacu, w tym na część wystawową w przyziemiu—echo 
przedwojennych planów na projekt Pawilonó wystawowych.

Są dwie wersje Pałacu: z 9 Sierpnia 1951 i z 18 września 1951. Wersja sierpniowa to 
właściwie ten sam rzut, co w projekcie praskim, z wyjątkiem tylnych pawilonów. Przut jest 
też “przeorientowany” o niecałe 180 stopni, gdzie rolę Wisły pełni Marszałkowska; zamiast 
“frontem do Wisły” mamy do “Frontem do Marszałkowskiej.”

Other material (description in Polish only):

8185. Przekrój przez Oś Saską  z widokiem na śródmieście z proj. punktami wysokościowymi” 
bez dat. 1 arkusz. do konserwacji U “przekrój, rękopis wielobarwny na kalce

Rysunek techniką mieszaną--obrysy budynków tuszem, linia przekrojowa grubym mazakiem, 
drzewa zielonym pisakiem, wypełnienia fasad budynków niebieską kredką domunują paletę. 
Czyżby rysunek nawiązywał do innego “niebieskiego” rysunku BOS, rzutu Al. jerozolimskich? 
Rysunek jakiego nigdy nie widziałem. Począwszy od wschodu pokazuje on następujące 
budynki (wg. podpisów na rysunku; część z podkreśleniem czerwoną linią): “K. Wszystkich 
Świętych”, “>>Leykam<<”, “Teatr” (w przekroju), “Dom Kultury”, “Cedergren”, Oś.. N. 
Marszałkowskiej”, “Ściana Marszałkowskiej”, “P.A.P”, “>>Prudential<<”, K. Ewangeliski:, 
“Zachęta”, “P.K.P.G.”, “Plac Zwycięstwa”, “Dom bez kantów”, K. Św. Krzyża”, “P. Staszica”, 
“Wizytki”, “Wieża Sejmowa”, “Uniwersytet.”

Ciekawe jest verso rysunku. Wykonany na kalce, jest on podklejony na odpowiadającej 
wymiarami i skalą kopii ozalidowej rzuty Warszawy datowanym na 27 sierpnia 1949. Nie 
jest jednak to dokładny odpowiednik przekroju, w sensie rzutu pokazującego fragment 
miasta ukazany na przekroju. Pokazuje on bowiem Zamek Królewski i stare miasto, wraz z 
rozwinięciem na basen modernizowanego portu praskiego, czyli to co “za plecami” patrzącego 
na przekrój.

2056. Wydział Propagandy. Dział II Obsługi Prasy. Biuletyn Informacyjny 1-206. 1945.

Wzmianka konkursu na upamiętnienie miejsc egzekucji jednolitym spobosbem (7 cze 45; 5 lipca 
45); wzmianka zjazdu SARP pod koniec sierpnia 45; wzm o projekcie “city” wg Nowickiego; 
wzm o pierwszej konferencji BOS w maju 45 (Skibniewski i Piotrowski). Często warszawiacy 
pytają dlaczego 100tys jeńcó niemieckich nie pracuje przy odbudowie Wwy--to niemożliwe, 
trzebaby ich utrzymać--obecnie pracuje ok 4000 (3 sie 45); dotatkowa wystawa awkarel przy 
Warszawa Oskarża (26 wrze); dużo odczytów w Muzeum przy okazji Wwa Oskarża; 

2062. Kronika Odbudowy Warszawy [nr 1-16] [brak nr. 2,13] [ przydatne do kontekstualizacji 
R. Piotrowskiego i połączneia przed- i po-wojnia]

Dużo opisów działalności BOS (5 sierpnia 1945). 

7508-09. rysunki Wydziału Urbanistyki, 1:2500 przebiegu ul. Marszałkowskiej (na pd. od 
Oleandry i między Jerozolimską i Hożą. w tym “Trasa projektowanej ul. Marszałkowskiej.”

7522. “Teren przeznaczony pod budowę szkoły, ul Kopernika” b. daty. “Skala 1:1000” 1 arkusz. 
W uwagach: “Dyrekcja Planowania Przestrzennego. Pracownia Programowo-Realizacyjna”

7670. “[Warszawa - Śródmieście”] Tereny bardzo ważne dla realizacji planu zagospodarowania 
przestrzennego - samowola szczególnie szkodliwa” Nie datowany. Opis: “skala 1:20000; Liczba 
arkuszy: 1; stan dobry;”

7722. “Warszawa. Plan zagospodarowania przestrzennego. Plan 6-letni. Studium lokalizacji” w 
skali 1:10k; 1 arkusz. z 1949.

7724. “[Warszawa. Inwentaryzacja zniszczeń]” Daty 1945-46. 50 arkuszy (sic!). stan dobry;

7725. “Matryce na kalce [Warszawa-inwentaryzacja zniszczeń” 1:2500, 50 arkuszy, stan dobry;

Uwagi: “kalka-matryce; zawiera rysunek poziomicowy, notatka pod pieczęcią BUW: ‘1945 
kalki’, zachowane arkusze: 8-11, 15-20, 23-44, 46-48, 51-55, 59-62, 66-68, 73, 74 oraz dublet 
arkusza 39” [ zob. 7872 po jeszcze jeden arkusz nr 45]

7727. “Śródmieście [inwentaryzacja zniszczeń] skala 1:2500, l.a. 1. stan dobry [ Skorowidz??? ]

7728. Inwentaryzacja zniszczeń z 1948 r [matryca planu Warszawy w arkuszach] datowany na 
1948. skala 1:2500. 50 arkuszy, stan dobry. W uwagach: “zachowane arkusze 8-11, 15-20, 23, 
25-47, 51-55, 59-62, 67-68 (lokalizacja arkuszy wg skorowidza 1:2500 BOS).

7791. “Trasa ulicy Marszałkowskiej w układzie przestrzennym Śródmieścia” 1:5000. 1 arkusz. 
st dbr. w Uwagach: “poskład-światłokopia, ręcznie barwnie naniesione przeznaczenie terenu”

7815-7817, 7819, 7820, 7821, 7823. Rysunki dot. Dworca głównego w W-wie. Niedatowane.

Przykładowo: Szkic sytuacji dworca w 1:2000 (15,19,21,23); Alternatywa ulokowania dworca 
przy ul. Żelaznej (22);

7847. “’Atlas BOS’ [Biura Odbudowy Stolicy]” 1:5000. W uwagach: “zszyty komplet arkuszy 
miasta z numeracją policyjną nieruchomości. Niedatowany.

7848. “Klasyfikacja terenów działek budowlanych z projektowanym podziałem. Załącznik do 
miejscoweo planu zagospodarowania przestrzennnego” skala 1:1000; 4 arkusze. st. db.

7850. “[Warszawa. Plan inwentaryzacji zniszczeń]” skala 1:2500; 50 arkuszy, st. db. W 
uwagach: “mapa wieloarkuszowa BOS”

7852. “Plan m. st. Warszawy z naniesionymi wytycznymi urbanistycznymi do lokalizacji 
sklepów” skala 1:20000, 1 arkusz, st. db.

7872. “Plan m. st. Wwy. [Inwentaryzacja zniszczeń - matryce w arkuszach]” 1:2500; 50 arkuszy; 
stan db. 

W uwagach: “ mapa wieloarkuszowa, zachowane sekcje: 8-11, 15-20, 23-48, 51-55, 59-62, 66-
68, 73, 74 oraz 

dublet arkusza 39”

7994. “Dom Kultury. Projekt [Widok na zachodnia stronę ulicy Marszałkowskiej na odcinku od 
ul. Próżnej do Al. Jerozolimskich]” niedatowany. 1 arkusz. [ zapewne  planu 6-letniego]

8023. “[Mapa funkcji obiektów]” Bez skali, bez daty; 1 arkusz, stan db.

There is no description or annotation. No key, not date and no signature. The design bears 
resemblance to the scheme posited in the Six-Year Plan for the Reconstruction of Warsaw, 
authored by Bolesław Bierut and developed by BOS.

Piękny rysunek. Niepublikowany. Na twardym podkładzie, rozkładany do ok. 2m. Tusz niebieski 
na kopii ozalidowej (?), z drobnymi poprawkami ołówkiem. Niesamiwita różnica tonów, od 
głębokiego granatu po delikatny błetkit. Brak opisów, nawet jednego słowa. Od zachodu zaczyna 
się Dworcem Centralnym przy trasie N-S, czteroma wieżowcami “city” planowanymi już na 
wystawie W-wy Przyszłości (i w katalogu z wystawy), ogromnym placem (pola marsowe?) od 
dworca po rejon Pałacu Kultury, który tu przyjmuje formę (w  rzucie) Wieży Niepodległości 
z dawnych rysunków Nagórskiego (smukłej wieży, bez “łap” późniejszych projektów). Na 
rysunku jest już “Smyk” w swoim obrysie. Krucza przebudowana po pd. stronie Jerozolimskich, 
z wieżowym budynkiem  przy placu (podobne do “ratusza” z rysunków planu 6-letniego). 
Nowy Świat przebudowany, bez wylotu od str. południowej, za to z przebita ulicą Kopernika 
rozdzielającej Muzeum Narodowe (w istniejącym obrysie) od Gmachu Partii dzielącego 
przestrzeń publiczną z naroznika BGK. na przeciwko MNW, po przeciwnej stronie Al. 3 
Maja nowoprojektowany budynek o rzucie lustrzanym do gmachu muzeum, ale bez dwóch 
wewnętrznych skrzydeł (jedynie “grzbiet” oraz zew. skrzydła tworzące razem literę “C.” 
Budunek z prześwitem po środku (jak Pałąc Saski?). Pod całymi Alejami Jerozolimskimi tunel 
samochodowy lub tramwajowy z wylotami w okolicach dworca głównego (podziemna stacja 
przesiadkowa, tzw. “hub” transportowy?).

Ciekawe przedstawienie monumentalnych wejść/podcieni--vide BGK--oraz Dw. Centralny.

Patrzę w “Realizm Socjalistyczny” Zielińskiego--Plan Bieruta (6-Letni) jako publikacja zawiera 
podobne rozwiązania do ww. rysunku—wieżowo-punktowy Dom Kultury; wrysowany CDT 
(Smyk), cztery wieżowce przy NS/jerozolimskich. No i przebitą Kopernika z placem.

8181. “[Wysokościowiec w Porcie Praskim]” datowany na 9 sie 1951. 2 arkusze. Stan dobry. 
W Uwagach: “plan, rzut perspektywiczny, rękopis wielobarwny na kalce” (“High-rise in Praga 
port. Dated 9 August 1951. 2 sheets. In good condition. Notes: plan, perspective, manuscript on 
trace.”)

In the catalogue described as a  “design for a high-rise in the Praga district.” Effectively, this is a 
location study for what became today’s Palace of Culture and Science. 

The file consists of two beautifully crafted drawings: a plan (in ink and pencil, authored as made 
in “Pracownia Studiów Urbanistycznych I.”) and a perspective visualisation (in pencil, by the 
look of it drawn by Jan Knothe). These would have certainly been presented to Bolesław Bierut, 
perhaps copies would have been sent to Molotov. 

Drawings show the design of a massive building, a high-rise facing the river, with a set of lower 
pavilions on ground floor. To the east, two more sets of pavilions symmetrically frame a large, 
green square. a third, smaller pavilion sits to the south. The Praga port is shown extensively re-
designed to form a rectangular pool to the north of the high-rise.

Projekt Pałacu Kultury na Pradze. Rzut i Perspektywa (ten sam rysownik co w Planie Bieruta). 
Przepiękne, niepublikowane (kto pierwszy?). Perspektywa ołówkiem (od bardzo miękkiego, 
wręcz czarnego do renderingu viemnego, zachmurzonego nieba, po twardszy do detalu. Na 
projekcie Pałac “frontem do Wisły”, z monumentalnymi schodami prosto do rzeki, oraz drugimi 
do przebudowanego, powiększonego portu praskiego. Na wschód, osiowo pawilony. Piekne, 
odręcznie kreślone liternictwo. Rysunki typowo do prezentacji klientowi, wpięte w folder A1 
(same rysunki są nieco mniejsze.

8182. [Wysokościowiec w miejscu Pałacu Kultury i Nauki] Datowany na 1951. 9 arkuszy. stan 
db. U “plan, rzut perspektywiczny, rękopis wielobarwny na kalce”

Three studies for the location of a large complex of buildings, including a high-rise, in central 
Warsaw—one bearing the same date as the Praga version (9 Aug 1951); a later version from 18 
September. 

Like 8181 this file is part of a study of location of the Palace of Culture and Science—a unique 
and precious material. Apart from the plans and perspectives, one may find here a section 
through the early version of the Palace with an extensive exhibition area at the ground level—a 
programmatic ‘echo’ of the pre-war plans for the World Exposition and the monumental 
pavilions. This contributes to the thesis that the ideological gap between right-wing pre-war 
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2. Spr. z wykonania ustawy z 1951 r o budynkach i lokalach nowo wybudowanych i 
odbudowanych oraz z akcji kontroli mieszkań wyłączonych o wykwaterowanych rodzin 
boernerowskich na teren Warszawy wraz z listami nazwisk i budynków (1951-1951)

3. Protokoły z zebrania Komisji Partyjnej dla Spraw Rozdziału Mieszkań w osiedlach ZOR wraz 
z listą przydzielonych mieszkań (bez dat)

4. Spr. roczne z wykorzystania zwolnionych lokali przez wyprowadzających się 
dotychczasowych użytkowników oraz zestawienie otrzymanych i rozdzielonych lokali z nowego 
budownictwa (1951-54)

5. Sprawy lokalowe (1950-50).

Field Work V (7).  october 2015. WrocłaW and 
warsaw.

1. Muzeum Architektury we Wrocławiu (Museum of Architecture in Wrocław)

Archive of the Warsaw architects and CIAM members Helena and Szymon Syrkus. Together 
with Jan Chmielewski from Warsaw’s Municipal Planning Office (Biuro Regulacji i Pomiarów), 
Szymon is also the author of Warszawa Funkcjonalna presented, among other places, in the 
Warszawa Przyszłości exhibition.

Warszawa Funkcjonalna project and the Syrkus’ Nachlass is drastically under-researched, with 
only several contemporary articles in English and Polish describing the project in general. Forty 
years after, the main source on the project remains in form of a book Ku idei osiedla społecznego 
1925-1975 (Towards the Idea of a Social Housing Estate, 1925-75) by Helena Syrkus. 

The Museum of Architecture in Wrocław seems to hold much of the archival material related 
to the authors of  Warszawa Funkcjonalna, if not the body of the project as such. Among 
those indexed are archives of the book Ku idei... production (draft texts and originals of the 
illustrations); war-time documents (e.g. meeting minutes, reports and some schematic) related 
to the day-to-day running of the clandestine design office in Warsaw, and to the extension of the 
Rakowiec housing estate; private correspondence between Helena and Szymon Syrkus during 
Szymon’s imprisonment in the Auschwitz death camp (documents in German). 

Much archival documents that speak of the Syrkus’s international connections are not yet 
indexed by the Museum, e.g.: 1937-39 correspondence with Sigfried Giedion (in German), 
a fragment of translation of Warszawa Funkcjonalna into German; an Italian translation of 
Szymon’s article on “Simultaneic Theatre” for the Quadrante journal (1933) that opens with a 
poem from Apollinaire; correspondence with MARS group from 1938 regarding their exhibition 
in London (in English); correspondence with Laszlo Moholy-Nagy from 1938 (also in English; 
he invites for “golash” and baseball, and asks for photographs of Malevitch’s paintings the 
Syrkuses have in their possession). There is also correspondence with Le Corbusier from 1938 
and August 1939 (in French).

Among the specific documents accessed during field work are:

IIIb—448. “Rozbudowa Osiedla WSM na Rakowcu, Warszawska Spółdzielna Mieszkaniowa 
1941r.” (Extension to the Housing Estate Rakowiec, Warsaw Housing Cooperative, 1941).

IIIb—452. “Przestrzenność Osiedla WSM na Rakowcu” (Spatiality of the Housing Estate 
Rakowiec).

IIIb—578. “Szymon’s letters to Helena from Auschwitz (in German). One dated 9 July 1944.

IIIb—579.  Szymon’s letter to Sigfried Giedion (in French). Dated 14 May 1945.

IIIb—580. “Petition to the Military Government in Nuhldorf.” A document in English 
requesting permission from the American occupation forces to travel to several German towns 
near the liberated Nazi camp in Ampfing where Szymon was held at the end of the war. Dated 18 
July 1945. Signed by Szymon Syrkus and Ludwik Lawin.

IIIb—588.  A hand-drawn birthday card for Helena, signed by PAU members. Dated 1943 
(fortieth birthday).

IIIb—599. Helena and Szymon’s membership cards and certificates (BOS, Warsaw Housing 
Cooperative, Polish Committee of former prisoners of concetration camps at Pfarrkirchen, 
American Society of Planning Officials).

IIIb-449-2. Helena Syrkus. Social Housing (book). Text annexes, conceptual studies for the 
Warsaw Housing Cooperative, 19401944.

1.2.1. Notata ws. organizacji PAU dla rozbudowy Rakowca;

1.2.2. Notatka ws. zamówienia UM na prace PAU;

1.3. Osiedle Społeczne--wykład H. Syrkus z 1942;

1.5. Wniosek do Różańskiego ws zmiany przebiegu ulic na Rakowcu;

1.10.1. Projekt zamówienia na prace Socjologiczne dla PAU;

1.10.13. List Stanisława Ostrowskiego do Syrkusów z 1942.

IIIb-449-3. Helena Syrkus. Social Housing (book). Work of the PAU studio during the Nazi 
Occupation 1940-1944.

1. Aneksy;

2.1 Zlecenia i wnioski;

2.2 Struktura i skład osobowy PAU;

2.3 Sprawy wydawnictw PAU;

2.4 Programy prac i sprawozdania;

2.5 Nauczanie.

IIIb-449-4. Helena Syrkus. Social Housing (book). Chapter I. Years 1925-1939 (the 
International Movement).

Magazyn Strych—szafa. (Provisional storage in a museum attic cupboard). Reference numbers 
by the author:

00. Working index;

01. T 57. Design for a Simultaneic Theatre, 1934;

02. Functional Warsaw in German;

03. T12. Correspondence with S. Giedion;

04. Correspondence w. Giovanni Sartori, 1938-39;

05. T15. Correspondence w. MARS group and Laszlo Moholy-Nagy;

06. T9. Correspondence w. Le Corbusier;

07. An article about Picasso;

08. Les Lettres francaise—an issue of the journal, with a series of texts focused in Jacques 
Derrida.

Field Work Vi (8).  april 2016. łódź.

1. Muzeum Sztuki w Łodzi (Museum of Art in Łódź).

Archive of the Warsaw architects and CIAM members Helena (HS) and Szymon Syrkus (SS). 
All 66 folder accessed:

00. HS. Szkic Ku idei osiedla społecznego,

T12. Pierwsza wystawa arch międzynarodowej, W-wa 1926,

T44. HS Przemyślenia starego architekta,

T46-X5. H+SS Arch fotografie,

T50. Zakłady przemysłowe w Warszawie,

8038. “[Inwentaryzacja terenów niezabudowanych]” w 1:10k, 6 arkuszy, stan db. pol. Uwagi 
“rękopis na druku”

8128. “Miejsce zsypu gruzu na Żoliborzu z wyburzenia ul. Marszałkowskiej” w 1:2500; 2 ark. 
stan db. datowany na 12 października 1946.

8180. “[Ul. Marszałkowska - rzut perspektywiczny]” 1948-49. bez skali. 5 arkuszy. stan “do 
konserwacji” pol. W uwagach: “rzut perspektywiczny, światłokopie, rękopisy na kalce Tadeusz 
Siekra, Kazimierz Marczewski”

8114. [Uproszczone widoki z lotu ptaka fragmentów Warszawy - koncepcje urbanistyczne 
portu praskiego, widok strony praskiej od strony Zamku Ujazdowskiego, od strony Starówki, 
koncepcja połączenia mostowego brzegu lewego z prawym” bez skali, 8 arkuszy. stan db.

Ciekawy zestaw. Zupełnie wyjątkowy w kontekście reszty rysunków dla Pragi--mamy tu coś 
w rodzaju studium, nieomal studenckiego w swojej (wątpliwej) graficznej i konceptualnej 
jakości opracowania terenów wzdłuż wisły. Mamy tu studia proponujące wzmocnienie dzikiego 
charakteru Praskiego brzegu, choć chyba przez ogromne prace ziemne--stworzenie gigantycznej 
sztucznej wyspy w rejonie Saskiej Kempy, która zdaje się zalana. Właściwie wygląda to 
na krajobraz jakiegoś pojezierza. Czy to “prawdziwe” studium, czy jakaś studencki projekt 
zaliczeniowy?

Szkice są wykonane ołówkiem i kredką. Bez skali. Nawet proporcje na rzucie sa raczej umowne. 
Trudno czyta niektóre diagramy (np.8114/7 pokazujący zależności przestrzenne w skali 
krajobrazu)

Mamy więc rysunki perspektywiczne miękkim ołówkiem. 8114/3 to na przykłąd kilka 
perspektyw Pragi, w tym jedna z samolotem nad CSW. Inna pokazująca żaglówki na tle 
“dzikiej” Pragi, gdzie tylko w obrębie Mostu Śl-Dąbrowskiego (?) widać “monumentalną” 
fasadę pośród ściany zieleni i zatoki Portu. 

Do tego diagram pokazujący serię ponadwiślanych osi, kompnowanych zna “zasadzie 
opozycji”-- w kontraście między architekturą krajobazu a architekturą monumentalną. Z 
proponowanych czterech osi, trzy stanowią brzeg praski jako “krajobrazowy” i tylko jedna, na 
wysokości starego miasta, proponuje odwrotną sytuację--monumentalną architekturę w obrębie 
mostu Sl-Dąbrowskiego, ze SM jako elementem “krajobrazowym.”

PRN M. St. Warszawy, Kancelaria Tajna 36/5 -- jedynie Inwentarz (opis ponizej jedynie 
wedle opisów)

Ogólna liczba pozycju:172.

Różne akta, częściowo opisane dot. spraw politycznych--nadania i odebrania obywatelstwa; 
wywłaszczeń na rzecz   lontisk polskich (Łódź, Warszawa). Jest też zespół Stołecznego Urzędu 
Budownictwa, dużo spraw wywłaszczeniowych “prowadzonych w trybie deketu z dn. 07-04-
1948r.” dla poszczególnych adresów, także w centrum. Nic o Smolnej lub Marszałkowskiej 63.

PRN M. St W-wy, Spis XVIII, Wydział Polityki Budowlanej, 36/18 PRN M. St. Wwy

Korespondencja i decyzje dot. posesji przy ul Smolna [ 1948 ] 1950-51 (poz. 256).

Korespondencja i dec. dot. posesji przy il Marszałkowskiej (3 Teczki) [ poz. 9-11. ].

72/36 Prezydium Rady Narodowej m.st. Warszawy. Wydzial Kwaterunkowy 36/17. -- 
jedynie inwentarz.

Pięć pozycji. Dokumenty datowane na l. 1951-54. Niektóre niedatowane. 

Sygn. (opisy verbatim lub prawie):

1. Różne: zlecenia kontroli terenowych, raporty, i protokoły kontroli, sprawozdania Naczelnika 
Wydziału
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T106. Koło po francusku,

T107. Polacy w konkursie na gmach Ligi Narodów,

T108. 1956, X. CIAM, Dubrovnik,

T109. 1939-44, PAU+SPB,

T110. CIAM przyczynek odrzucony,

T111. Praesen,

T112. HS o CIAM po francusku Cz.1,

T113. HS o CIAM po francusku Cz.2,

T114. Fotosy odrzucone,

T115. Duplikaty Listów,

T116. 1975,

Tn.n. HS o Giedionie, Corb, Van Esteern, Brukalskiej,

Teczka czerwona,

X1. H+S Syrkusowie—Fotografie osobiste,

X2. 1948, H+SS Konkurs na Teatr Narodowy w Łodzi,

X3. HS Notatki,

X4. HS Adresownik, kontakty,

X6. 1972, Fotografie rodzinne od Rosy Eliasberg,

X7. HS Kartki, pocztówki, zaproszenia.

fIeld work VII  (9) .  maY 2016. smolna surVeY.

The survey of the Studio’s interior consisted of photographic documentation, measurements, 
drawing and a series of aluminium foil pressings against surfaces of the interior. The following 
section represents a selection of 3D scans of these ‘impressions.’

3D scans and the screenshot images (Figs.  are by Richard Collins.

T53. SS English texts SS’s THEORY,

T54. 1976 (HS diaries),

T55. 1981, Szkic Społeczne cele urbanizacji i in.

T56. 1976 (HS diaries),

T57. 

T58. 1973 HS notatki osobiste,

T59. HS notatki różne, wypis z Tacyta,

T60. HS+SS dokumenty osobiste,

T61. 1947,

T62. 1973 kongres TUP, ciekawe referaty,

T66. 1949-59, SS zatrudnienie,

T67. Nagrody i dyplomy w tym RIBA,

T68. HS tłumaczenia poezji Achmatowej,

T69. 1965 gratulacje dla prof HS,

T70. SS nekrologi i Różne dok.,

T71. HS referuje A. Zamoyskiego listy z Kotarbińskim,

T72. HS wiersze różnych poetów,

T74. HS życiorysy,

T75. HS zatrudnienie,

T77. HS recenzja studenckiego doktoratu,

T78. HS dla Odry,

T79. 1980, kongres Unii Architektów W-wa,

T80. 1939-41, Rakowiec budowa,

T81. 1928, HS o La Sarraz,

T82. SS życiorysy, wykaz prac itp.,

T83. Meble proj. SS Cz.1.,

T85. Różne dok WAPW,

T86. Racjonalizacja planowania budownictwa,

T87. 1948, Kongres Pokoju Wrocław,

T91. 1946, Wywiad Radiowy po Angielsku [Transcript of a radio interview with HS and SS, in 
English],

T92. Dziennik HS z Kuby [Diaries from a visit to Cuba],

T93. Tołwiński,

T94. HS notatki osobiste 1974-76 Cz.1,

T95. 1974-76 HS notatki osobiste,

T96. HS Notatki osobiste 1981-82,

T97+101. IV CIAM,

T98. Historia Karty Ateńskiej i kryzys architektury,

T99. Recenzje Warszawy Funkcjonalnej,

T100. 1948, Syrkusowie o przestrzeni osiedla,

T102. 1934, Warszawa Funkcjonalna, referat,

T103. HS o CIAM po francusku Cz.3,

T105. Ku Idei... po włosku,
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Fig. 16—17. Screenshots of 3D models of the Smolna Studio impressions. 
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b.

Fig. 18—19. Screenshots of 3D models of the Smolna Studio impressions. 
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C.

Fig. 20—21. Screenshots of 3D models of the Smolna Studio impressions. 
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d.

Fig. 22—23. Screenshots of 3D models of the Smolna Studio impressions. 
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G.

Fig. 24—25. Screenshots of 3D models of the Smolna Studio impressions. 
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h.

Fig. 26—27. Screenshots of 3D models of the Smolna Studio impressions. 
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Fig. 28—29. Screenshots of 3D models of the Smolna Studio impressions. 
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J.

Fig. 30—31. Screenshots of 3D models of the Smolna Studio impressions. 
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